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CHAPTER X
INTRODUCTION
The town of Palmer, Massachusetts Is a typical New
England town.

It is situated about fifteen miles east of

Springfield on the old Boston Post Road.
At the present time, Palmer is a prosperous, industrial
community.

It has a population of 9*716 (State Census, 19^5)

and a total valuation of $7,809*385*
During the period of its history there have been estab¬
lished within the limits of the town several small villages.
They are known as Thorndike, Three Rivers, and Bondsville.
Together, the three villages and Palmer make up the Township,
which is oalled Palmer.
From the period of its earliest settlement, Palmer has
had a very Interesting history.

Some of the highlights of

this history are touched upon in Idle paragraphs which follow.
Pioneer Settlers;—John King was the first white man to
settle in this village.

In the spring of 1716, attracted by

the open lands on the plain where the present town stands, he
built a rude log cabin, and with his family proceeded to enter
upon the strenuous life of a pioneer.

Several years went by

\

before King was Joined by other settlers.

But by 1732 many

of Scotch-Iriah origin had found their way to the settlement
along with many other people from the river towns and neighboring territories.

1

(1) Copeland, Alfred Minot A History of Hampden County.
Massachusetts. Ill: The Century Memorial Publishing Company,
1902. p. 127.

-

3

-

Naming: the Town:—For many years the official name of
the territory was 14The Elbows Plantation*1.

This title was

given to it perhaps because of the numerous bends In the
Quaboag River, which runs through a major portion of the
town.

The founding fathers wanted the place called **Kings-

townH in honor of John King, the first settler.

But because

a town had already been organized by the name of **Kings town**,
Lieutenant-Governor Phlps called the town “Palmer** in honor
of his friend, Thomas Palmer, Esq. who had recently died in
2
Scotland.'' A map of Palmer of the present day (1950) appears
in Figure 1 on page 4.
Organization of the Town:—In 1752, the “Elbows** was
organized into a district having all the privileges of a
town except that of sending a representative to the General
Court.

At the time of this organization, the town had a

population of about three hundred sixty with a total valu¬
ation of 13000.

It boasted of one small church, a few

taverns, saw mills and grist mills, and at least Wo black¬
smith shops.

These mills and shops comprised the entire

public industries of the town.

There were no stores, no

post-office, and, of oourse, no schools.

The settlers were

thrifty, hard working people, who apparently made the most of
their very limited means.**

(2)

Copeland, Alfred Minot

(3)

Ibid,

pp. 133-134

op. cit.

p. 133
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Figure 1.

M&p of Palmer, Massachusetts, Showing the

Location of the High School, 1950.

- 5 Palmer^ Patriotic? Gestures:—Soon after Its organisa¬
tion as a town, Palmer was called upon to supply Its share of
men for the last French and Indian War, (175^-1763)•

cit¬

izens responded without delay, and out of its small population
the town furnished no less than seventy-six men for the dura¬
tion of the war.
Like other New England communities, the citizens of
Palmer simply had a breathing spell between the close of the
last French and Indian War and the beginning of the Revolu¬
tion.

An interesting anecdote is included in the town1a his¬

tory relative to the patriotism of the citizens at this period.
It seems that the Massachusetts House of Representatives on
May 10, 1776, resolved that each town in the Colony ought to
instruct its representative relative to the attitude of the
Inhabitants, should Congress declare them independent of
the Mother Country.

In compliance with the recommendation of

the General Court, Palmer elected its first representative as
a town on May 23, 1776.

The instructions given him closed

with the following patriotic sentiments:

**We do Direct the

Representative of this Town to lay these absolutely Necessary
for the safety of the United Colonies, to be Independent from
Great Britain Declare themselves Intirely a Separate State,
as we can see no alternative but Inevitable ruin, or Inde¬
pendence.

But as there is a General Congress of the United

Colonies, composed of Honorable, wise and good men, who sit
at the Head of Affairs, consulting measures which will be

most for the Safety and Prosperity of the whole; & have the
means of Intelligence and Information In their hands, we
submit the whole affair to their wise Consideration & Deter¬
mination.—and If they shall unite in a Separation from
Great Britain, we do unanimously determine to declare we will
support them with our Lives and Fortunes1
**We do Direct the Representative of this Town to lay
this vote before the Honorable General Assembly of this
Colony, to Suable them to communicate our Sentiments to the
Honorable Continental Congress.11
The town tsites reasonable pride in this action of their
forefathers, which antedates by two weeks the adoption of
the Immortal document of the Continental Congress.
4
time on, Palmer was given full town rights.

From this

Early Schools:—During the early years of the settlement,
the people In their poverty could not afford the expense of
schools.

The children were Instructed at home or found In¬

struction at the home of a neighbor.

It may be assumed that

they were taught at least the simplest rudiments, since some
of the families in the town belonged to the Hbetter Informed**
class#

r

■*

i

In 1752 when the town was organized, public instruction
was provided.

At that time the town was divided into four

school districts.
—...

Another district was added in 1764.

To

...............

(4) Copeland, Alfred Minot. A History of Hampden County
Massachusetts. III! The Century Memorial Publishing Company,
1902. pp. 13^137.
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give Instruction in each of these five sections, one teacher
was employed at a salary of fifty dollars per year.

The

teachers were always of the ^male persuasion11.
The school houses of those days were usually built of
logs.

They were primitive structures devoid of ornament or

comfortable furnishings.

There was generally only a single

room In the building with a large fireplace at one end oppo¬
site the teacher1a desk.

The seats were slabs with rough

boards for forms.
The younger children attended school during the summer
months, while the older ones went to school in the winter.
Some of the scholars attended until they were twenty, when a
strong hand x/as often required to keep good order.
Only the ruder elements were taught.

Prior to 1824 the

curriculum was limited to the study of reading, writing,
spelling, and ciphering.
Sometimes these schools were under the jurisdiction of
the Selectmen.

At other times a school committee or town

and district committee had charge of school administration.-^
The foregoing chapter has dealt with the character and
/

spirit of the early pioneer settlers of Palmer, Massachusetts.
In the light of this history, a study will be made of the
secondary educational system of the town which has been built
up by the descendants of these first hardy pioneers.
.

■■ mii***!> I

■—

wwwawiwrtnWMiM

(5) Allan, Orrln Peer
Palmer Journal Print.

m*

Palmer History Gleanlnsra!
-I

The

8
The reason for interest in the problem at this par¬
ticular time (1950) is that in 1951 Palmer High School
will be celebrating its one-hundredth anniversary.
The author, once a student, and now a teacher in the
school, is interested in studying the changing trends in
education during the century in which the school has been
in existence.

CHAPTER II
THE PERIPATETIC SCHOOL
1851 - 1875

-

10

-

CHAPTER II
'
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•

‘
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*
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.

•

The origin of the high school is found in the law of
1647, which required towns of 100 families to maintain a
high school to fit pupils for Harvard College.
The provisions of this law are as follows:
HIt is therefore ordered, that every township in this
Jurisdiction after the Lord hath increased them to the num¬
ber of 50 householders, shall then forthwith appoint one
within their town to teach all suoh children as shall resort
to him to write and read, whose wages shall be paid either
*

by the parents or masters of such children or by the inhabi¬
tants in general, by way of supply, as the major part of
those that order the prudentials of the town shall appoint;
provided, tnose that send their children be not oppressed
by paying much more than they can have them taught in other
towns* and it is further ordered, that where any town shall
increase to the number of 100 families or householders, they
shall set up a grammar school, the master thereof being able
to instruct youth so far as they may be fitted for the uni¬
versity, provided, that if any town neglect the performance
hereof above one year, that every such town shall pay 5
pounds to the next school till they shall perform this order.*
In the matter of legalizing the high school, Massachu¬
setts took the lead, passing, in 1827, a law which served
as a model for subsequent legislation not only in Massachu¬
setts but in other states also.

The Important provisions

-

11

-

of the law were:
“And every city, town, or district, containing five
hundred families or householders, shall be provided with
such teacher or teachers for such terms of time as shall
«

be equivalent to twenty-four months, for one school in each
year, and shall also be provided with a master of good mor•

i

als, competent to instruct, in addition to the branches of
learning aforesaid, the history of the United States, book¬
keeping by single entry, geometry, surveying, and algebra;
and shall employ such master to Instruct a school, in such
city, town or district, for the benefit of all the inhabi¬
tants thereof, at least ten months in each year, exclusive
of vacations, in such city, town, or district, as the said
Inhabitants, at their meeting in March or April, annually
shall determine; and In every city, or town, containing
four thousand inhabitants, such master shall be competent
in addition to all the foregoing branches, to Instruct the
ha tin and Greek language, history, rhetoric, and logic."1
...PeKlhnlng of the High School:—Like many other New
England towns, it required powerful external pressure like
this fiat of the Court of Massachusetts to inaugurate a high
school in Palmer,
In compliance with the state law, the town reluctantly
voted in 1851 to establish a high school.

At a town meet¬

ing held April 7, 1851, the town voted to raise #2000 to

n 4^
Aubrey A.
Modern Secondary Education
Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1938.
pp. 16-17.
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support the district schools, and $600 to support the high
school.

Such action marked an epoch in the history of edu¬

cation in the town.2
A-R,oiling School:—The town of Palmer is made up of the
town proper, or the Depot Village, and the three villages of
Thorndike, Three Rivers, and Bondsville.

The high school

grew out of the educational needs of these four villages.
At the town meeting on April ?, 1851, it was voted
rtthat the high school be kept the first six months in the
Thorndike District, the next three in the Depot, and then
three months in Three Rivers—provided a suitable place be
provided in each district, free of expense to the town.**
For many years (until 1868) in accordance with this
vote, the school was literally *»on wheels*1, at each village
for a length of time somewhat in the ratio of the number of
pupils to be accommodated in each village.
At the opening of the high school, there were 125
pupils making up the total membership.^
The Attitude of the Townspeople Toward the School:_
The people of the town at first were apathetic in regard to
the necessity of a high school.21

(2) Allen, Orrin Peer.
Palmer Journal Print.

The school committee,

Palmer History Gleanings:

(3) Temple, J. H. History of the Town of Palmer:
Palmer, Town of palmer, 1889.pp. 297-298.
(4) Allen, Orrin Peer.
Palmer Journal Print.

Palmer Historv Gleanings:
-2 3 4,",A,MI

- 13 however, was decidedly in favor of it.

In the report of

1852, the committee said:
8It may be made a great blessing to the place; a means
of inspiring a love of learning, of rendering more intelli¬
gent and elevated the character of our youth, a stepping
stone to the higher walls of literature and science, of
political and professional life, and to extensive useful¬
ness8.^
As late as 1859 the town had not taken kindly to the
school and withheld support, as may be seen in the Committee
report of that year:
8Its existence has been hitherto a protracted infancy,
and the source of interminable contentions at every March
meeting.

Repeated attempts have been made to starve it out

1

by scanty and Insufficient appropriations, but the statute
which makes it obligatory upon the town, has interfered and
compelled its existence, although at a dying rate.

We are

compelled to look upon it as an orphan and a starveling8.^
fchool Accommodations Inadequate:—That the housing was
inadequate in the early days is evident from frouent refer¬
ences to it in official reports of the School Committee.
In 1855 the Committee stated that:
“There are not suitable accommodations for the school
at either of the places where it has been held at Three Rivers

(5)

Town Report of Palmer, Massachusetts. 1852.

p. 7.

(6)

Town Report of Palmer, Massachusetts. 1859.

p. 9.

- 14 or the Depot.
low.

At the Depot the room is too email and too

There are not sufficient black boards, and there Is

not room for the school apparatus.

At Three Rivers the

room did well when the room beneath it was unoccupied.

But

when it is occupied, the noise of axes, hammers, and saws is
a very great annoyance, while the shrill whistle, the loud
laugh and sometimes the profane oath and obscene utterances
of vulgarity shock the ears of both teachers and pupils.
MIn the winter, the room at Three Rivers is a very un¬
comfortable one for the feet.

The floor is not lined, and

the flooring having shrunk, large crevices are left, afford¬
ing free passages for both cold air and the vapors often
borne up with it in the form of tobacco smoke11. ^
leaching Personnel;—Hr. Eben Chamberlain was the first
teacher employed to teach in the high school.

The succession

of teachers, who were really teaching orincioals, following
Mr. Chamberlain for ten years is a* follows:
Teachers
Daniel J. Sprague
Henry L. Boltwood
D. 3. Phillips
Lyman Partridge and Charles H. Griffin
H. W. Wentworth, Dwight Cole, and
George W. Calkins
H. W. Barrows
George C. Landon
George Mason
Edwin 3. Snow

Dates of Service
1852-1853
1854

1!5l
1856
1857

1858

1858-1859

I860
1860-1862

It is clear from the records that the oommlttees were
able to find men of high calibre to teach In the high school.

(7)

Town Report of Palmer, Massachusetts 1855. p. 5.

- 15 The teachers that they employed were all graduates of col¬
leges or normal schools.

The pay of #500 per year, however,

was not sufficient to retain them for a very long period of
time.3
The committees seemed anxious to secure the services of
competent teachers.

As early as 1855 there is a reference

in the Town Report to the effort made to secure a welltrained teacher:
“The former respected and successful teacher of the
high school, Mr. Daniel Sprague, having left us, it became
the duty of the Gommittee to secure the services of a suc¬
cessor.

To effect this, one of our number was delegated to

Amherst, the nearest town which is the seat of a college to
ascertain if a man of the requisite qualifications could be
obtained from the place.

Through the courtesy of the late

President of Amherst College, E. Hitchcock, D.D., L.L.D.,
the acquaintance of Mr. Henry L. Roltwood, a graduate of the
class of 1853, was made, and his services were secured.
Mr. Boltwood was very highly recommended by President Hitch¬
cock as a thorough scholar, a good disciplinarian, a suc¬
cessful teacher, and a devout Christian.
"The Committee are very happy to say that in their es¬
timation, Mr. Boltwood has fully sustained in each of these
particulars, the high recommendation thus given him by the
then President of his own Alma Mater.

His Mode of Instruction

is far superior to that of any other teacher whose services

(8) Allen, Orin Peer:
Palmer Journal Print.

Palmer History Gleanings.

-
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the town haa had within our knowledge.

His drilling is well

calculated to make independent thinkers of his pupils".9
Putlea of Teachers»ln addition to a register of atten¬
dance and deportment, teachers were required to keep a record
of scholarship—an account of every lesion recited.

Diplo¬

mas were furnished each teacher to award weekly to the pupils
who had not, during the week, been absent or tardy or defi¬
cient in any recitation.

To those who for p. month during any

one term strictly complied with these requirements, large
and oeautlful Diplomas were awarded at the close of school
by the Committee.

The names of those who received these

diplomas were published in the columns of the local news¬
paper.10
School Committees:—In early days, the selectmen had
#

charge of the schools unless the town appointed a special
committee for that purpose.

This Committee was often re¬

ferred to as the Prudential Committee.

After regular school

districts were established, the town would often appoint a
Committeeman to take charge of the various districts.

Some¬

times it would be the responsibility of the district to
manage its own school and pay its own teachers.

Each dis¬

trict did that which was right In its own eyes.
Eventually the work of supervising all the schools of
the town devolved upon one School Committee.

These members

of the Committee were usually prominent citizens willing to

(9)

Palmer, Massachusetts Town Report of 1855.

p. 4.

(10) Palmer, Massachusetts Town Report of 1856.

p. 3.

- 17 devote time and energy to the work of building up the schools.
Frequently the majority of the board were clergymen who were
supposed to understand the needs of the school far better
than the average person.
At the time of the opening of the high school the Comt

mittee was comprised of three members, namely:

the Rev, T.

Wilson, Rev. A. Parker, and the Rev. Pliniu* Moody.11
Until 1859 three was the usual number of the Committee,
but in 1859 the number was increased to six.

By the year

1873» surprisingly, Palmer had had two women members of its
school board.12
Qr.aded Schools:—In 1856, the town, instead of making
provision for the maintenance of a high school voted “That
the High School as heretofore kept, be dispensed with; that
the town appropriate $300 (in addition to the f2000) to be
expended by the school committee in raising the grade of
two (or more) of the District Schools to the Standard re¬
quired by law for High Schools, In accordance with the stat¬
utes authorizing itB.

Under this vote, the schools at Depot

Village and Thorndike were selected, and a room fitted up at
each.
This plan did not live up to the expectations of the
Committee, but the town voted to continue the plan in spite
of their objections.

Instead of keeping the sohool at

(11) Temple, J. H. History of the Town of Palmer.
Massachusetts: Palmer, Town of Palmer, 1889.
pp. 293 and 296.
(12)

Palmer Journal, March 22, 1873.

p. 2.

- 18 Thorndike and the Depot, however, the town voted that It be
kept as an experiment at the Town House during the entire
year.

This arrangement also proved to be unsatisfactory.

The more advanced students held the graded school In con¬
tempt, while the parents ignored it by sending their chil¬
dren out of town to boarding schools.^
In 1862, probably influenced by the burden of the War,
the town voted to establish Graded Schools of a high order,
one at each village, and granted $100 in addition to the
regular appropriation for each village.

Thus, for a time,

the high school lost its distinctive character.

This lasted

for six years, or until 1868, during which time the graded
schools were taught by ladles because their services were
secured for nearly one-half the amount paid to male teachers.
The High School, after being permanently located at the
Depot in 1868, continued to be kept at the Palmer Grammar
building at the corner of Park and School Streets until the
spring of 1889, when it moved into a new building.
This school house at Park Street had been built at a
cost of $4600, a sum thought to be a huge amount for such a
purpose in those days.

The building was a two-story struc¬

ture containing four rooms.
14
for High School purposes.

One of the upper rooms was used

(13) School Committee Report of 1857, Palmer,
Massachusetts, p. 8.
(14) Allen, Orrln Peer;
Palmer Journal Print.

Palmer History Gleanings:

- 19 School District System Abolished:—By act of the Legis¬
lature of 1869, the old district system of town schools was
abolished, and all the public schools throughout the state
were put in charge of the school committees of the towns.
The whole matter of providing accommodations for the schools
of the town was left with the school committee and the select¬
men.
As the school houses were the property of the districts,
an appraisal of each was necessary before the town took pos¬
session.^

The districts, their locations and valuations

are shown in Table I, Page 20.

(15) Temple, J. H. Hlgtory of Palmer. Maasaohusettg.
Palmer:
Town of Palmer, 1889.
p. 293*

—
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TABLE I
Location and Valuation of Palmer Schools in I869

Location

District

Valuation
£

$

200

No. 1

Centre

No. 2

Three Rivers

4,138

No. 3

Depot

4,444

No. 4

Blanchardviile

1,477

No. 5

Mason

428

No. 6

Foster

427

No. 7

Burley

70

No. 8

Shearer

40

No. 9

G-amwell

175

No. 10

Duckville

No. 11

Hastings

No. 12

Thorndike

V . - l

>■

;

!

3,758
175

*

*t.23P
$19,562

Admission to the High School?—The standards of admis¬
sion to the high sohool changed from time to time.

At one

period they would be raised to a high level, only to be
lowered again after the lapse of a few years.

Finally, in

1856, it was agreed upon that everyone to be admitted to the

-

21

-

high school should be required to pass a thorough examination
in the elementary branches of arithmetic, grammar and geography, and be a good reader and speller. °
Course of Study: —In the absence of any record of the
program of study followed in the early high sohool, the
historian may assume that it approximated, at least, the
curriculum of other schools of similar grade.
Since the teachers were college graduates, classically
trained, they no doubt encouraged the study of Latin and the
Classics.
At that time the function of the high school was to
prepare for college.

It may be taken for granted, then that

the course of study included those subjects which students
needed in order to be admitted to the New England Colleges
of the day.
The books used in teaching the various subjects in this
curriculum were not purchased by the town, although the school
committee in many of their reports urged the voters of the
town to consider the buying of books to be their vital respon¬
sibility.
The problem of Discipline

The committees upheld the

teachers in Judicious use of corporal punishment in their
classrooms.

Sometimes the recommendations of the committee

advocated abstaining from corporal punishment entirely, yet
insistence was always made upon obedience to the teacher in

(16)

Town Report of Palmer, Massachusetts, 1856.

p. 5.
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the school rooms.
A notable case of corporal punishment ocourred in Palmer
on December 17, 1853*

The outcome of the case has furnished

a precedent which has been introduced into law text books of
this country and England that ar* concerned with the subject
of corporal punishment in public schools.^
Early in the winter term at Three Rivers in 1853-5^, a
pupil, Lucy Ann Keaton, 12 years of age, became disobedient
and insolent.

The teacher resorted to punishment with a

ferule for this offense.
The parents of the child believed that the punishment
did not fit the crime, and served a warrant on the teacher
for assault and battery.
The trial, held at Palmer, attracted a great deal of
attention.

The verdict rendered by the court was adverse

to the defendant, and he was required to pay a fine of 010
for excessive punishment beyond which the grievance seemed
to merit.
The defendant appealed to the superior court, from which
the case went up to the Supreme Court of the Commonwealth on
a point of law which sustained the findings of the lower
court.
Close ofthe Term:—During the first years of the high
school^ existence, no formal graduation exercises were held.

(17) Allen, Orrin Peer: Transactions of the Palmer
Historical Society I. Palmer Journal Print.

- 23 The close of the term was marked by nExhibitions,” which
gave the townspeople a chance to learn some of the features
of high school work.

The citizens could Judge of the abil¬

ity of the students in speaking and writing compositions, for
this was a time when declamations, colloquies and readings
were strongly emphasized in the schools.
An article in the Palmer Journal of March 5, 1853 tells
of an HExhibit!onB5
HThe Exhibitions given by the 3oholars of the High School
on Thursday evening passed off very creditably to all who
participated in the exercises.

In declamation, the boys did

finely, while the colloquial exercises by the whole school
were performed admirably”.
An Exhibition Program of 1853 is as follows:
EXHIBITION
of
PALMER HIGH SCHOOL
March 3d, 1853

Part First
Music
1.
2.
3.
4.

Declamation
Declamation
Declamation
Compositions

(18)

TJ. T, Blanchard
C. W. Chamberlin
L. McMaster

Palmer Journal March 5, 1353.

p. 3

- 24 Music
Col, Walsineham
5. WalsIngham
Baron Hohindahl
Alasco

L, McMaster
F. L. Hitchcock
J. Whltehlll

6. Declamation

C, E. Dewey

7.

Beautv of Piety
Priestess
Flora
Terrestria
Oceana
Aeria
Chrysollne
Celestia
Psyche
Meteora
Christiana

Miss E.
L.
*
J.
"
3.
w
E.
"
E.
J.
H
E.
F.
n
M.

5' • * ‘ 1
.?

t

r i.

F, Clark
3. Hunger
M* Shaw
M. Olda
Tenney
J. Wallis
Blanchard
Dewey
E. Blanchard
L. Brackenridge

Music
Part Second
Music

1. Declamation
2. Declamation

J. A. Ward
L. W. Collins

3. Merchant of Venice

Aot IV Scene I

Duke of Venice
Antoaio
Bassanio
Oratiano
Shylock
Salanio
Portia
Nerlssa
Salanio
Clerk
4, Declamation
5. Compositions

J.
F.
J.
J.
J.
L.
W.
B.
C.
J,

Knox
L. Hitchcock
H. Camwell
A, Ward
Whitehill
W. Collins
T. Blanchard
Allen
H. Brakenridge
P. Bigelow

J. Knox

- 25 -

Victor of qulto
G-onzano
Trinculo
Borizano
Dramigo
Araando
Kamilla
Cacrilla
Lueina

J. Knox
L. MoMaster
C. E. Dewey
J. Whitehlll
V. T. Blanchard
B. Allen
Miss E. F. Clark
M
S. M. Olds
Music

Declamation

J. Whitehlll

Fortuned Frolic

5 Scenes

Snacks
Robin Roughhead
Frank
Dolly
Margery
Villagers

B. Allen
0. E. Dewey
J. B. Shaw
Miss J. M. Shaw
*
I*. S. Hunger
Music

The historian can Imagine the scholars vying to excel
in these demonstrations at a time when the high school was
a major experience in the life of each individual student.
The Palmer of those days was undoubtedly free from many of
the distractions against which teachers of 1950 are obliged
to contend.
On the evening before the “Exhibition*1 came the HExamination1*, attended by parents of the scholars and members
of the School Committee.
The Palmer Journal of March 12, 1853, says:
“The Examination of Palmer High School for the winter
term took place on Tuesday, March 1, under the inspection

-
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of Rev. Messrs. Hine and Belden, with a small representation
of parents and friends.
credit.

The recitations passed off with

Classes in Latin and Geometry made up of one member

each appeared well, as did also most in classes in algebra
and arithmetic.

The class in geography appeared in the midst

of uncertainties.

The committee commended a number of schol19
&rs for promptness. **
Growth of the Town:—In the 1860*3 Palmer was a place
of growing importance.
population.

The town was increasing steadily in

The State Census report of i860 gave Palmer

4,082 inhabitant*.
In 1861 Palmer was two hundred ninety-sixth in the
state.

In 1863, two years later, it was two hundred fif¬

teenth, a gain of 81.
The amounts spent for schools kept pace with this
progress.

The Palmer Journal of March 24, 1866, complimen¬

ted the voters on their splendid school appropriations in
an article which stated, *If Palmer does not have good
schools this year, it will not be for want of money.

The

liberality of the citizens in appropriating $1000 more for
schools this year than in any previous year is commendable1*.

20

It may be of interest at this point to give the data as
to the population, valuation, and support of Palmer * 3 Schools
from 1851-1875.

The data are shown in Table II, Page 27.

(19)

The Palmer Journal March 12, 1853.

p. 3.

(20)

The Palmer Journal March 24, 1866.

p. 2.

-
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TABLE II

Populat ion. Valuation, School Appropriations of Palmer,
Massachusetts, 1851-1875.

Tear

i

1851

i

3,974

1 $1,255,047.00 '

1855

i

4,012

'

1,253,711.00 •

2,657.35

I860

•

4,082

'

1,167,291.00 ■

2,800.00

1865

i

3,080

•

1,254,000.00 •

2,765.84

18?o

i

3,631

'

1,350,127.00 •

4,656.50

1875

i

4,572

■

1,412,195.00 '

8,000.00

t

1

i

Population

1

Valuation

1

Support of Schools
£2,600.00

»

smm m
SROWING PAINS
1875 - 1900
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GROWING- PAINS
During the latter day*? of the nineteenth century steps
were taken to strengthen the High School and to raise the
standard of scholarship.

The school at this period entered

/

upon a career of great progress.
For the first time, attention was given to the needs of
pupils who were to end their formal education with their high
school training.

No longer, as in the early days, was the

curriculum narrow and subject matter of supreme importance.
The town and its school committees were coming to re¬
alize the responsibility of the school in fitting young
people ior the increasing demands of civic and economic life
in the United States.

The planning of adequate school pro¬

grams represented one very significant trend of the times.
■Ounrjgulum Revision:—In November of 1874 the High
School was reorganized and became such in fact as well as
in name,

a four years* course of study was adopted.

This

program included English, higher mathematics, physics, the
Classics, and other necessary branches which would fit a
student for business or college.
The complete course of study was as follows:

- 30 COURSES OF STUDY (18?4)
ARRANGED FOR THE HIGH SCHOOL

mulish COURSE
First Year

First Year

IlT3* fArithmetic: Alge¬

First Term;—Latin Grammar

bra, History of England, Read¬

and Reader, Arithmetic, Alge¬

ing and Orthography

bra, History of England, Read¬
ing and Orthography.

Second Term:—Algebra, Physi¬

Second Term:—Latin Grammar

ology, History of England,

and Reader, Physiology, Alge¬

Reading and Orthography

bra, History of England,
Reading and Orthography.

Third Term:—Algebra, Geometry

Third Term:—Latin Grammar

Physiology, Natural History or

and Reader, Algebra, Natural

Physical Geography, Reading

History or Physical Geography,

and Orthography.

Reading and Orthography.

One recitation per week

One recitation per week

throughout the year in English

throughout the year in Eng-

Analysis and Parsing.

list Analysis and Parsing.

3eoond Year
First Terms—Rhetoric, Geome¬

ISSorjdJfear
First Terms—Geometry. Caesar,

try, Natural History or Phys¬

Natural History or Physical

ical Geography, Reading and

Geography, Reading and Ortho¬

Orthography.

graphy.

- 31
Second Terra:—Rhetopics

Second Term:—Natural Phil-

Natural Philosophy, Georae-

osophy, Geometry, Caesar,

try. Heading and Orthogra-

Rhetoric, Reading and Ortho-

phy.

graphy.

Third Terra:— Natural Phil-

Third Term:—CaesarP Rhetoric.

osophy. Rhetoric, Botany,

Natural Philosophy, Reading

Reading and Orthography

and Orthography,

Weekly exercises throughout the year on Lives and
»

Works of Prominent Authors.

j.
Third Year

Third Year

*

First Terra:—Trigonometryr

First Terra:—Rhetoric. Trisro-

Natural Philosophy, Astron-

noraetry, Virgil, Natural Phil-

omy. Botany, Word Analysis

osophy, Reading.

Reading.

\ V

'

*

'

Second Term:—Astronomyf Po-

Second Term:—Vireil. Trlso-

litical Economy, Chemistry

nometry. Chemistry, or Logic,

French, Reading, Word Analy-

Reading.

sis.
Third Terra:—Political Econ-

Third Term:—Botany or Astron-

oray, Chemistry, General

omy, Chemistry or Logic, Vir-

History, French, Reading*

gil, French, Reading.

- 32
Fourth Year

Fourth Year
First Term:—Logic. Arithme¬

First Term:—Cicero, Botany,

tic, French, English Litera¬

or Astronomy, French, Arith¬

ture and Authors,

metic, English Literature.

Second Term:—Mental or

Second Term:—Mental Philos¬

Moral Philosophy, Logic,

ophy, Arithmetic, Cicero,

Arithmetic, French, English,

French, English, Literature.

:

literature and Authors,
>'

■

\

;

/ '

*•,'

*« . ••

•

i

*'

*

»,

.

i

ihird Term:—Mental or Moral

Third Term:—Constitution of

Philosophy, French, Consti¬

the United States, French,

tution of the United 3tates,

Mental t Philosophy, Cioero,

Reviews.

English Literature.

.

■.

*.

*

■

h

!

Weekly exercises
■

•

it •• :

r ■

\

•».'

‘ 1 !

'

1

•

• ' i

'

"

■

t

;

4- ; ;

•

\

throughout the course in Dec¬
•

•

/

• .

*

■

*

•

:

\

*

1

i

lamation, Composition, and
$

•

'

'

’

;

•

*

‘

-

'

•

Penmanship.

It is instructive to observe changes in the curriculum
.

,,

•

,

*

over a short period of years.

f

\

s

*

.

The course of study as given

in the report of the Superintendent (Palmer’s first Super¬
intendent was appointed in 1892) for I896 shows that quite
a few alterations had been made in the 18?4 schedule.
♦

1

..

•

.

The Latin-scientific course was now the main course of
the school in number of pupils and in its breadth.

It was

- 33 the course for all pupils who could attend four years, but
whose education would end with the high school.
The Classical course fitted for any New England col¬
lege except Harvard and Xale.

This course was intended

for those who desired to compete for college A. B.

All

others were advised not to take it.
The English course was intended for those who could
not remain in school four years; it was a good course, but
it did not prepare for any Institution.

Pupils from this

course could not enter the normal schools.
On page 34 ig the complete program of studies for

1396.

-
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C0URSE3 OF STUDY, PALMER HIGH SCHOOL

1896

FIRST YEAR—CLASSICAL
Algebra
*160 • Algebra
Latin
200
Latin
English Composition
40 • English Composition
Creek and Homan History 100
Creek and Roman History
Elementary Physics
120 « Elementary Physics

160
200

40
100
120

t

SECOND YEAR—CLASSICAL
Latin
Ceometry
Creek
English History

1

SECOND YEAR—LATIN-3CTEMTTFTfi

180 * Latin
160
Ceometry
200 1 English Literature
100
English History
1
Chemistry

180
160
100
100
120

1
1

THIRD YEAR—CLASSICAL
Latin
English Literature and
Composition
Creek
U. 3. History
Botany or Ceology

THIRD YEAR—LATIN-SCIENTTFTn

160 ' Latin

160

English Literature and

160 '
Composition
180
Advanced Physics
100 1 U. 3. History
60
French
1

160
100
100
160

1

FOURTH YEAR—CLASSICAL
Latin
English Literature
Creek
Civics
Review Mathematics
*

Denotes the number of
exeroises for the
year.

i

160
160
160

80
120

FOURTH YEAR—LATIN-SCIENTIFIC
French
English Literature
Review Mathematics
Civics
Options
OPTIONS
Latin
Physiology and two
Sciences
Solid Ceometry and
Trigeonometry

160
160
120

80
160
160
160
160

- 35 MGLI3H—THREE YEARS
FIR3T YEAR—ENGLISH
Algebra
Bookkeeping
English Composition
Creek and Roman History
Elementary Physics
Business Arithmetic

160
120

40
100
120

80

SECOND YEAR—ENGLISH
Geology, fall
Geometry
English Literature
English History
Chemistry
Physiology, winter
Botany, spring

60
160
100
100
120
60
60

THIRD YEAR—ENGLISH
Astronomy
English Literature and
Composition
Advanced Physics
U. 9. History
Civics
Physical Geography
Review Mathematics

60
160
100
100
80
60
120

Declamations and Essays throughout
the course.

- 36 Duties of Teachers;—In the School Regulations of 1374
the rules relating to teachers* duties were specifically
stated.

They were in part:

I A record of all cases of corporal punishment shall
be kept by teachers and shall be subject to the inspection
of the Committee.
II Every recitation of each pupil shall be marked on a
scale of ten, Composition and Declamation on a scale of forty,
and the percentage of each pupil shall be determined at the
end of every school month by the aggregate of marks thus
received.
Ill A report shall be made out at the end of every school
month showing the standing and deportment of pupils.

This

report shall be taken home by the pupil and signed by the
parent.
IV At the close of each school year the pupils shall be
examined by the teacher in the presence of one or more of the
Committee, parents, and interested public.
Qualifications for Admission:—In 18?4 the School Depart¬
ment also drew up a set of rules and regulations governing
admission to the high school.

The qualifications for admis¬

sion were these:
I

There shall be no limitation of age as a qualifi¬

cation for admission.
II

Applicants must be able to read and write sufficient-

ly well to attain a mark of seven on a scale of ten.

- 37 III They shall be required to spell correctly sixty per
cent of a list of words selected by the Committee.
IV They shall bring a certificate from the teacher or
Principal of the school where they have pursued their stu¬
dies that—
In arithmetic, they are satisfactorily proficient in
written arithmetic as far as proportion.
In grammar, they have become sufficiently acquainted
with the elements of grammar to be able to parse the words
in ordinary sentences.
In geography, they have satisfactorily completed the
course of Geography pursued in the common schools.
In history, they have satisfactorily completed the
History of the United States.
They shall also answer, correctly, sixty per cent of a
list of questions prepared in each of these branches.
.%

V There shall be one general examination for the ad¬
mission of pupils in each year, which shall be held on such
a day in March or April as the Committee may designate.
These regulations remained in force until June, I896,
when for the fir*t time in the town’s history pupils were
granted certificates of graduation from grammar school and
were received into the High School without examination.1

(1) School Committee Report of Palmer, Massachusetts,
1896. p. 23.

- 38 Principal3 of the High School:—The following men were
at the head of the High School from 18?5 - 1900.
Earl. (h Baldwin

1875-1877

Frank A. Hosmer—(President
of Honolulu College in
189^

1878

William H. Whiting

1873-1881

C. A. Doubleday

1881

Frank W. Whitney

1882-1884

H. B. Knox

1884-1893

Albert W. Thayer

I893-I896

Walter H. Small

1897

A. C* Thompson

1900

Teacher-Training Schools;—The State Normal Schools of
this generation were able to supply only a small part of the
demands made for skilled teachers.

To aid in this work, many

towns established training schools, where their own graduates
could receive systematic instruction in methods of teaching.
Palmer was one of the towns that furnished such experi¬
ence for their high school graduates--*! a cost of three
dollars per week for each pupil teacher.
Four young ladies from the graduating class would be
selected according to scholarship and placed one in each

building.

They would spend the full school session in the

rooms assigned them, doing certain work laid down for them,
studying the methods of the room teacher, teaching at least
one class each session under the teacher^ criticism, and in

- 39 case of absence or Illness of any teacher, acting as sub¬
stitute*

In addition, they were often sent upon visits to

corresponding grade work.
Under the direction of the superintendent, these girls
pursued a systematic course of study.

It was customary for

them to meet with the superintendent one Friday afternoon
each month for study and examination.2
.(graduation Trends:—The first class to graduate was
the class of 1877.

This pioneer class numbered six girls.

One of the six. Miss Inez Burleigh, later graduated
from Smith College.

She never lost interest in the activi¬

ties of the high school, however.

For many years she was

a familiar figure at reunions of the alumni, where she
delighted in telling the story of her experiences as a
student in the early days of the school^ existence.
The author of this history remembers vividly the
reunion of 1925 &t which Miss Burleigh {Mrs. Fuller) pre¬
sented her diploma to the high school.

The diploma has

since become one of the treasured possessions of the school.
Evidently the high school was a matter of great pride
to these early graduates.

The historian gets the impression

that the first graduates looked upon the early high school
period as the finest in the history of the school.
On page 40 is reproduced the graduation program of the
first graduating class.

(2) School Committee Report of Palmer, Massachusetts
1894.
pp. 8 & 16.

- 40 Palmer High School
Earl Gray Baldwin, Principal
Graduating Exercise?
of the
Glass of 13??,
At Wales Hall
Tuesday Eve., July 3, 1377
at eight o*olock

Salutatory

Inez 3. Burleigh
I

Essay

Classical Literature
Triumvirate of Classic Poetry
Jessie E. Parke

II

Modern Literature

Essay

Hints uoon Reading
Alice L* Holmes

Music

Home, Sweet Home

Thalberg
Carrie E. Lacey

Song

Maggie's Secret

Claribel
Lydia M. Shaw

III

Political Eoonomy
Commerce
Martha L. Knox

Essay

A Dream of Home
Mary P. Dewey and Sarah M. Thompson

Duet
IV
Essay

Mathematics
The Great Pyramid
Inez B, Burleigh

- 41 Music

Piano Solo

Song

Down The Lane

V

Song

Carrie E. Lacey

£13 teg

Essay
Music

Fred 0. hunger

England and the Crusades
Sarah E. Knox
Allegro Con Brio
Maid o'Dundee
VI

Science

Haydn
Jessie E. Parks
Cllbert
Lizzie M. Feeney
Astronomy

With Valedictory Addresses
Carrie E. Lacey
Presentation of Diplomas
11 Esse Quam Vlderl*

As the water, on its Journey,
From the brooklet to the sea,
Flows into a wider* channel,
So upon Life's course do we.
*

'

r

Broader streams we now are entering.
Broader work ours now must be,
But to duty we'll be faithful,
And from labor n^ver flee.
We are very sad in leaving
Scenes which gave us so much Joy,
Yet we hope to be advancing,
Higher works our lives emoloy.
Though we part, yet in our memories,
Thoughts of each shall ever dwell.
For o'er hearts so young and Joyous,
Friendship throws a lasting soell.

- 42 GRADUATING* CLASS
Inez B. Burleigh

Sarah E. Knox

Alice L. Holmes

Carrie E. Lacey

Martha L. Knox

Jessie E. Parks

The old time formidable graduation programs tended
after a while to give place to the reading of essays, mus¬
ic, presentation of diplomas, or addresses of Invited
speakers.
In 1896 the following graduation program was pre¬
sented :
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATING EXERCISES
High School, Palmer, Mass.
Class of I896
Graduation Exercises
In the Opera House
Friday evening, June 26, at 8 o1clock
PROGRAMME

Orchestra

Music
Address

“Influence11
President Elmer H. Capen
Tufts College
Orchestra

Music
Class Song
Presentation of Diplomas
“America*
Reoeption to Invited Guests
Musio by Palmer Orchestra

Rev. H. F. Moulton

-
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filaag.of,1826
Alice May Armstrong

Phebe Daisy Hastings

Fannie Louise Barnes

Ernest Emery Hobson

Ella Bray

Charles Ralph LeCro

Walter Haran Brown

Ola May Northrop

Helen Converse

Charles Leo 01Connor

Lulu Agnes Dillon

John Francis Roche

Ethel Hayden Ely

William Thomas Sargent

Jeremiah Francis Bhugrue
Class Motto:

Qul non profjolt. deficit

Graduates of the High Schools--It is possible to view
the numbers of students completing the high school course
in the years following 1877.

There were graduations every

year with the exception of 1880, 1881, 1882, 1885# &nd 1887.
For unknown reasons, there were no graduates during these
/

years.
Figures for the graduations between 1879-1899 appear
in Table III on page 44.

TABLE III
GRADUATES OF PALMER HIGH SCHOOL 1879-1899

Class

1879

Boys

Girls

Total

0

5

5
V

1883

1

4

5

1884

0

2

2

1886

2

4

6

1888

2

7

9

1889

6

2

8

1890

5

10

15

1891

3

11

14

9

11

10

16

10

19

8

16

1892

.

2

'

1893

6

1894

9

1895

8

1896

7

8

15

1897

8

5

13

1898

1

8

9

1899

6

12

18

1

'

\

-
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Change In Educational Housing Needs;—Palmer In the
eighties was approaching the 6,000 mark in population, and
by 1888 had reached 5,923 inhabitants.

It was at this per¬

iod a growing industrial community.
From its situation in Eastern Hampden, Palmer was the
natural center of the numerous small towns in the eastern
part of the county and the principal railroad center.

As

a matter of fact, the town actually had the railroad facil¬
ities of a city.^

This historian has often heard the Palmer

of 1888 referred to by people of the last generation as the
“Town of Seven RailroadsH.
Such railroad facilities encouraged manufacturing, and
industry began to develop and strengthen the town.
The school population was naturally affected by this
increase in the town*s industrial pooulation.

In 1888 the

records show that out of a total school enrollment of 1,284,
81 were members of the Palmer High School.
In 1881 the Grammar School building, one room of which
was used for high school purposes, became so crowded that
an addition was necessary.

A wing of two rooms was added at

a total expense of $3,713.

The building then contained in

all six large recitation rooms.

(3)

Pictorial Palmer.

(4) Allen, Orrin Peer.
The Palmer Journal Print.

4

Carpenter & Cady, 1896.

p. 3.

Palmer History Gleanings:
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As the enrollment kept increasing with the growth of
the town, it became more and more apparent that larger
quarters must be provided for the high school.

The school

committee as early as 1884 recommended that the town appro¬
priate money for a separate building for the exclusive use
of the high school.
Finally, in 1888, after much bickering by the four
villages over a suitable location, the town took action
which led to the erection of a new building in the Depot
Village at a cost of about twenty thousand dollars.^
The new building, built of brick, was first occupied
in 1889.

The School Committee Report of that year states:

"The High School will open the spring term in the new
building.

The room from which it moves is already sorely

needed for the lower grades, and will be occupied at once,
while the change into a new commodious and well-arranged
building will add to that life and vigor which now mark
our High School.

It is a good school, excellently well-

kept; and the liberal policy of the town has done much to
enlarge its influence and ooportunitles, and the people
are to be congratulated on the scholars, the teachers, and
the results.

(5)

Pictorial Palmer:

Carpenter 5 & Cady, 1896.

p. 41.

(6) School Committee Report of Palmer, Massachusetts,
1889.
P. 46.

Figure 2.

(Built 1888. )

The First High School - Palmer, Massachusetts
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- 48 Magnlficient as this building seemed to the towns¬
people at the time, by present day standards the equipment
was anything but adequate.

No orovisions were made for a

gymnasium, an auditorium, health or scientific laboratory
work.
There were only two recitation rooms with an assembly
room which would seat 88.^

This school, designed to acoomQ
modate about 75 students and 3 teachers, was destined to be
the home of the high school until the year 1923.
At the opening date, 1889, the school was under the
charge of a principal and three assistants whose united
t

salaries aggregated $3,125 & year.
High School Life In the Eighties:—A former teacher
and resident recalls some interesting facts about the
school in the eighties.

Mrs. Anna Fisherdick Fuller, in

an article written for the school paoer in 1913, states
that Mforty or fifty people attended high school classes
in the Park Street Grammar School building.

These pupils

occupied the room on the upper floor at the west end of
the building.

The room was fairly well lighted and ven¬

tilated, and heated by a tall coal stove which did its
duty nobly and left no question as to there being any
shivering children in its proximity.

(7) School Committee Report of Palmer, Massachusetts,
1902.
p. 26.
(8) School Committee Report of Palmer, Massachusetts,
1903.
p. 28.

49 "One teacher taught the classes which began at nine
and ended at twelve--the morning session.

The afternoon

session began at one-thirty and ended at four.

A noisy

bell proclaimed to the town the hours of beginning school
and the recesses.

To ring this bell was the desire of

every boy and a favor granted to but few.
"Since there were so many subjects to be taught and
one person only to do the work, the recitation periods
were short, varying from fifteen to twenty-five minutes,
but these at times seemed of interminable length according
to the interest and preparation.
"The scientific work done was very small.

The entire

apparatus for the physics class could have been carried on
a wheelbarrow, and included little beside an air pump and
a Holtz machine.

This equipment and also textbooks were

purchased by the parents.
"Very faithfully did the teachers of this period
labor, teaching many classes and many subjects besides
settling some hard problems of discipline.

The results of

their work would seem to compensate for their faithfulness,
for during those years a large number of students entered
higher institutions of learning, as Amherst, Yale, Mt.
Holyoke, Wellesley and Smith.

Certificates were not ac¬

cepted by colleges then, which necessitated each candi¬
date^ passing the required entrance examinations.

- 50 “The school committee visited the school, and the advent
of one of the members of the board was an important event,
for he generally was given an opportunity of examining the
class, and to fail at such a time was a serious mortifica¬
tion, not only to the puoil but to his parents.
•‘The social and athletic side of school life was not
much emphasized.

One special event, however, which afforded

great pleasure to the scholars was the weekly Friday after¬
noon 8oelllng match.

The sides were chosen and the struggle

was often long and heated.

It was a much prized position to

be the best speller in school.”

o
A

Attitude of the Townspeople:—That the town was friend¬
ly toward its schools i3 3hown in the increasing tendency
toward more liberal school expenditures.
In 1879, the town voted to authorize the School Com¬
mittee to defray the travelling expenses of scholars attend¬
ing the high school from other parts of the town, not exceed¬
ing $8 per term per scholar.

The same policy was continued

in succeeding years until 1889, when the grant for transpor¬
tation of high school scholars was $1,000.*°

(9)

“The Palmer”. June, 1913.

PP. 5-6.

(10) Temple, J. H. History of theTown of Palmer:
Palmer, Town of Palmer, 1889.p. 300.

- 51Table IV shows school expenditures and teachers1
salaries 1875-1900.

TABLE IV
’
■
School Expenditures and Teachers1 Salaries 1875 - 1000
1

■

i

^

Palmer, Massachusetts

Year
,

Teacher's
Salaries

i
1875
1380
1885
1890

1
i
•
■

,

1900

56,177.18
7,081.90
9,812.50
11,000.00

1
i
i
1

18,000.00
9,982.55
15,035.66
18,685.94
21,073.54

14,026.54
1

Total School
Expenditures

i

12,518.92

1895

•

1

22,918.27

CHAPTER IV
TWENTIETH CENTURY DEVELOPMENTS
( 1900 - 1925)

CHAPTER IV
TWENTIETH CENTURY DEVELOPMENTS
At the turn of the century school problems apparently
were very much the same as they were back in the fifties.
Committees continued to recommend better attendance, greater
interest of parents, improved facilities and a stronger
teaching force.

These things were mentioned in every pub¬

lished report from the printing of the very first school
•

report in 1852.

*

And as long as the population kept in¬

creasing it would be necessary for such repetitions to
continue.
At this period, school authorities began to provide
curricula and to follow methods of instruction adapted to
the needs and capacities of individual students.

They also

introduced oractical courses (such as manual training) into
the school program to meet the needs arising from the con¬
tinual growth of manufacturing and industry.
The growth of a half century shows very interesting
developments.

This new era was to see the beginning of

pupil publications, and extra curricular activities in
general rapidly becoming an important part of sohool life.
The period was one of transition from the early siranle type
of high school to the modern secondary school of the present
day.
Fiftieth Anniversary Celebration*•—The Alumni Associ¬
ation was organized in 189&*

Since that date it has held

many successful annual reunions.

One of the most successful

- 54 was the Alumni reunion of 1901 In celebration of the school^
fiftieth anniversary.
This reunion took place at the Converse House in Palmer.
After a social time in the parlors, the company sat down to
a banquet—the largest gathering of the Alumni Association
to date—72 being present.
0. P. Allen, Curator of the Palmer Historical Society,
prepared a history of the school for the occasion.

David F.

Dillon read the history because of an accident to the author*s
*

eyes.
In his speech, Mr. Allen told the Alumni, among other
things, that the town of Palmer had a high school of which
it could be very proud.

The reasons for the success of the

school could be found in the work of the patriotic school
boards, the noble array of teachers, the ambitious students,
<■»

*

and the generosity of the townspeople.

1

The historian mentioned the graduates of Palmer High
School (numbering 219 in 1901) and their commendable records
in teaching, medicine, and the law.
The teaching personnel, Mr. Allen stated, at the time of
the fiftieth anniversary comprised:
Superintendent-A. C. Thompson
Principal— -—Fred W. Cross

Teachers
Mabel Potter
Jessie Hyde
Genevra Clark
Anna Fisherdick Fuller
(on leave of absence)

(1) Allen, Orrin Peer.
Palmer Journal Print.

Palmer History Gleanings:

-
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Adoption of New.Ranking System:—In 1905, the letter
system of marking was adopted, j£ being the lowest passing
grade.
RANKING* 3Y3TEM
A

9

90-100

B s

80-90

C «

70-80

D =

60-70

E s

50-60

Regulations required that reports of pupils* progress
be sent out to parents bi-monthly (or at the close of each
eight-week period. )2
In 1916 the school established an Honor Roll for the
purpose of stimulating students to more faithful study.
The name of every one who had attained a rank of 85 or over
for a month was posted on a bulletin board in the school.
The same list of names was also published in the newspaper
of the town.
The Head Masters Club of Western Massachusetts in 1917
formed an honor society called MThe Pro-Merito".

The Pal¬

mer branch of this organization, established the following
year, is still a flourishing organization in the school at
the present day.

(2)

Town Report of Palmer, Massachusetts, 1905.

p. 30.
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According to the present By-laws of the Pro-Merito
Society, every secondary Class A school with a four year
curriculum may establish a chapter of this society, when
approved by officers of the Board of Governors,

Those who

wish to become members must have an average of at least 85
in all the work recorded, and must be of good moral char¬
acter.

The first selection is made by the principal when

the Junior year has been completed.

If, however, a pupil

who has not sufficient average to entitle him to member¬
ship can attain to that average at the close of the first
semester of the senior year, he Is eligible for membership
in the society.
SchoolPersonnel:—On July 1, 1911, Mr. Clifton H.
Hobson, Palmer native and graduate of Brown University,
assumed his duties as Superintendent of Schools in Palmer.
Today, in 1950, he still holds that position, having the
distinction of serving the longest term of any superinten¬
dent in Massachusetts*

Under his administration the present

standard of excellence has been attained.
Graduation Trends:—The class of 1908 was the first to
take the trip to Washington,

Prior to this, elaborate grad¬

uation exercises were held in the Opera House.

A large

amount of money was expended every year on dress, decora¬
tions, and a commencement ball.

In 1908, the senior class

decided that it would cost less and would be of greater

- 57 help to the students to give up the graduation exercises
and take the trip to Washington Instead.
This plan accordingly was carried out until 1912.
Graduation was made an informal affair and conducted with¬
out any great expense.

The parents of the children were

simply invited to the high school on the last day of the
term at which time the graduates received their diplomas,
ihis occasioned little or no expenditure but proved unsat—
isfaetory in that it gave the general public no opportunity
of becoming acquainted with the scholars.
After 1912 the old order of graduation returned.
Exercises were again held in the Opera House, and although
strict rules were laid down concerning the simplicity of
dress, expenses continued to be large.^
The graduation exercises of 1924 (the first to be held
in the auditorium of the present high sohool) took place in
the form of a pageant of history.
•

1

■

The program followed this
*

' #

order:
Selection--— --High School Orchestra
i

Salutatory---—Edna Elizabeth Turkington
Scene I-The Coming of the Cross
Scene II—Robin Hood
Selection-——-———High School Orchestra
*

Scenelll—The Landing of the Pilgrims
The White Han's Foot——A Song of Thanksgiving
(3)

"The Palmer* April, 1916.

p. 6.
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Scene IV—The Spirit of 176-A Colonial Carden Party
Selection-—High School Orchestra
Scene V-The Days of ’6l-Lincoln’s Address At
Gettysburg
Scene VI—America Triumphant
Selection-High School Orchestra
Valedictory-Hose Winer
Award of Medals and Pro Herito Pins
Principal John E. Hurley
Award of Diplomas—-—Mr. Harold M. Parsons
Chairman, School Board
School Song, Words by Ada E. Pember,

’18, - Senior
Class

Salute to the Flag
Star Spangled Banner-Senior Class and Audience

Trend in Secondary School English:—During this quarter
of a century (1900-1925), great stress was laid upon the art
of speaking, of expressing one’s self forcibly and clearly.
Under the guidance of Miss Linton, & teacher of English, a
beginning was made in this new type of work.
Debates, public assembly programs, and prize sneaking
contests came to be presented regularly in Memorial Hall.
(As no auditorium facilities existed in the high school
building, exercises necessarily had to be conducted in a
rented hall?.

The programs offered were really an extension

of the regular work carried on in the English department of
the high school.

-
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The huge attendance of the townspeople at these public
event? oroved that the citizens appreciated the effort made
by the school in this respect and were willing to do their
part to make the work successful.
Debating
The Palmer Journal of February 23, 1912, printed an
account of a debate between high school students.
article stated;
held recently.

The

MA debate between high school pupils was
The subject of the debate was HThe inter\

oceanic canal should be subject to the exclusive military
and political control of the United States*.

This debate-

is the result of a new departure in the high school begun
t

this year whereby pupils get some training in expressing
themselves orally and in debating.
this kind was done.
class.

Previously nothing of

A beginning was made with the Junior

Members were given a subject and required to give

a five minute talk upon it—not a reading previously prepared.

This was followed later by debates.*

L

That debating proved to be popular with the students
is evident from the fact that they organized a debating
society called "The Forum* which for some years had great
success.

This society sponsored many oublie debates and

spent long hours each term searching out subjects that
might be of interest.

(4)

The Palmer Journal.

February 25, 1912.

p. 1.

"

A list; of subjects drawn up by MThe Forum11 for debates
in 1915 reveals how serious and far removed from the immed¬
iate interests of the students the selections were:
1.

Resolved:

That the Monroe Doctrine as
developed and applied by the
United States should be aban¬
doned as a part of our foreign
policy.

2.

Resolved:

That public markets (such as
those established by the present
administration) are a social
benefit to the community.

3.

Resolved:

That the United States should
Initiate a policy of increas¬
ing governmental responsibil¬
ity for the natives of the
Philippines to be culminated
in independence by 1925*

4.

Resolved:

That the telephone and tele¬
graph systems of the United
States should be taken over
by the government as part of
the postal service.

5.

Resolved:

That Congress should establish
a Federal Bank.
Assemblies

While it is not possible to give a complete account of
all of the assembly work done, a typical program may be
cited to show that the students prepared programs of inter¬
est and value.
MONTHLY ASSEMBLY PROGRAM
Remarks by the Chairman

J. Clifford G-eer *14

Piano Duet

Alice Turkington *14
Madeleine Fuller ®14

Militancy in England

Leslie Cameron

*14

-61Violin Solo
'The Manufacture of Woven Wire
Vocal Solo

John Sul1ivan

•15

Wilfred Lyon

*15

Miss Carrie J. Fish

Xhe Angel and the Shepherds

Ina Colburn

The Bill Board Evil

Frances Ch&ndler *14

*16

Prize Sneaking Contests
Fifteen dollars in gold, given by an interested cit¬
izen, was usually offered as a prize in these contests.
An interesting account of a contest appeared in the school
magazine of June, 1917.

The editor reports:

“The great interest which the public takes in the
public schools of the town was strikingly manifested
Thursday evening, April 26, when the whole Opera House was
filled by friends and parents of the participants in the
annual sophomore prize speaking contest.

The close atten¬

tion paid the various numbers on the program was an evi¬
dence of the appreciation of the efforts of the speakers,
ihe program consisted of eight numbers—four by girls and
four by boys—interspersed with musical selections by the
high school chorus.

All were given close attention.

It

would be difficult to say too much in commendation of the
several efforts, and the judges found their task anything
but easy.

In announcing the awards after a twenty-minute

deliberation. Principal John J. Desmond of the Chicopee
High School (present Commissioner of Education in Mass¬
achusetts ) stated that the Judges had spent all their

time in discussing the merits of each speaker, and that he
had never attended a more satisfactory contest,

he said,

further, that the school had reason to be proud of the
results obtained.
*Mr. Desmond announced the winners as follows:
Girls, First,-Hazel Gladys Prentice-*»Mona's Waters11.
Second——Doris Young Scott—Selection from
Mrs. Wlggs.
Honorable Mention -Ruth Alice Platt-*——-*-"The Squire1 s
Rooster'*.
\

i

Boys, First,-Francis McBride—— -11 Tribute to Lincoln**
%

f

Second,-Lester W. Thomas-“Address to the Jury
Honorable Mention -Thomas Hartnett-“Cuba Must Be Free**.
“While the judges were deliberating, the high school
chorus, under the direction of Miss J. V. Cantwell, sang
several selections, the audience being asked to join in the
familiar pieces’*.**
Beginning of Extra-Curricular Activity:—In 1890, the
school offered little or nothing beyond the regular work to
enliven the dally routine.

In this generation, however,

extra-curricular activity became a regular part of school
life.
Puoll Publications
The school magazine “The Palmer” made its first
appearance in January, 1913, and proved a success.

(5)

“The Palmer**. June, 191?.

PP* 22-23.

Through

- 63 its pages pupils for the first time had the satisfaction of
seeing in print their own literary efforts both in prose and
in verse.
The first edition of the magazine explained the reason
for naming the paper “The Palmer**.
**The Palmer1* is a unique and queer name for a paper.
We have chosen that name partly because Palmer is the name
of our town, and partly because of the meaning of the word
**palraer**.

During the Middle Ages from about 1000 A* D. to

1500 A. D. when the church liras supreme, religious zeal was
at its height.
sades.

Religious seal was the cause of the Cru-

Men travelled a life time to reach a certain shrine

to have their sins forgiven and to do penance.
were called “Palmers** and later “Pilgrims”.

These men

As they trav¬

elled from place to place, they collected news, which they
imported to different towns.

They were much liked for

bringing news, and were always sure of a welcome wherever
they went.

As those “Palmers*’ carried news about the

known world, we are going to try to make our “Palmer** carry
the news of our school.“

6

The students dedicated this first edition of their
magazine to the citizens of Palmer.

A board of eleven

editors comprised the staff, with Allen F. Davis as Editorin-chief.

(6)

“The Palmer“. January, 1913,

p. 25.
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Among the contributions was an editorial on the sub¬
ject of school spirit, a few short poems, three or four
literary compositions, school notes, grinds and athletic
news items.
Qrchestra
The first high school orchestra, formed in 1922,
proved to be a very valuable addition to the school.

Under

the direction of Mr. Robert Wilder about twenty musicians
were organized into a hard working band which held rehear¬
sals twice every week.

The organization boasted of eight

violins, five mandolins, three ukeleles, one banjo, two
cornets, two clarionets, and one fife.
The interest and enthusiasm awakened In the school.
was unparalleled.

Pupils began buying instruments in

unusual quantity, and a place in the orchestra was most
earnestly coveted.

7
Athletict

Track, baseball, football and basketball made great
gains in popularity at this time.

Although the high school

had no planned program of physical education until 1923,
sports were given a great deal of encouragement by the
school authorities.
In addition to directing pupils to moral and intel¬
lectual development, the school seemed.to recognize the

(7)

“the Palmer11

February, 1922.

p. 21.
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value and necessity of physical training.

With this latter

in mind, it fostered the organization of athletic teams and
rallied the students as much as possible to their support.
Nevertheless, in all this enthusiasm it was not distracted
from the educational end of the high school course, for 1%
properly exacted a strict subordination of all athletics
to intellectual and moral progress.^
In athletic relations with other high schools, Palmer
occupied a place of honor.

Never was a team unwilling to

play at Palmer through fear of unsportsmanlike or unfair
tactics.

Her record in athletic struggles was a source of

pride to the school and of astonishment to strangers.^
In 1913 the principals from the various high schools
of this section decided to form an eight club league.
officers elected were:

The

President, Principal Gray of Palmer;

Vice-President, Principal Paulson of North Brookfield; See-,
retary and Treasurer, Principal Alexander of Hardwick.
The name given to the organization was the “Quaboag
Valley League11, and its purpose was to promote athletic
relations of all kinds.

Brimfield, East Brookfield, North

Brookfield, Barre, Hardwick, Warren, and Palmer made up
the league membership.

(8)
(9)

0

NThe PalmerH
Ibid.

p. 22.

January, 1916.

p. 22
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palmer had the honor of being baseball champions of
this league in 1913* and managed to maintain a leading
place in the league for several seasons.
4

Here are some items Gearing on the place and progress
i

of athletics culled from various issues of the school
papers
1.

This school has produced some of the greatest base-

ball teams that have ever existed in Western Massachusetts*
2*

‘This season was one of the most successful foot¬

ball seasons Palmer High School has ever had.
fought successfully and remained unbeaten.
11
was not even crossed*

„

3.

Our team

Its goal line

This year Palmer High School has been represented

among the talented teame of this section.

It is rather

marvelous that from our 235 pupils of whom the majority
are girls, and the majority of the remainder diminutive
Freshmen, we have sifted a husky squad which ranks third
12
among Western Massachusetts high schools.*
4.

Coach Jack Moore breezed into our school life

three years ago.

We impose upon you to recall the record

/

which Coach Moore has established.

There were ?0 athletic

(10)

44 The Palmer44.

May, 1919.

P* 22.

(11)

MThe Palmer44.

February, 1924.

p. 19.

(12)

14The Palmer44.

February, 1922.

p. 30.
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contests In the last three years, and from that number our
teams have met defeat but six times.^
Changes in School policy:—During the period (19001925) school sessions started at 3 o*clock in the morning
and ended at 1:30 in the afternoon.

The superintendent

repeatedly urged parents to cooperate with the schools in
their efforts to reduce to a minimum the number of absences
and tardinesses at these sessions.
( • • *

,.

V

I

The penalty for tardiness was now increased to five
hours* study in the afternoon in the school building.' A
pupil who came late to school was obliged to have his par¬
ent or guardian fill out and sign a card stating the reason
for the tardiness.
The old method of providing excuses for absences upon
the return of the pupil, which had prevailed for some time,
was now replaced by a card method.

Each absentee, upon his

return, was provided with a card which had to be filled out
by his parent or guardian and signed before the puoil would
be allowed to return to classes.

Ik

The attitude of the school with relation to corporal
punishment is revealed in the report of the superintendent
in 1912 when he remarked Hthat corporal punishment is en¬
titled to its place in the school much more than many of

(13)

aThe Palmer*1.

February, • 1922.

p. 31.

(14)

**The Palmer**.

April, 1916.

p. 13.
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the personal Indignities which have come In as substitutes,
for in the absence of the "real" you will always find Infer¬
ior substitutes.

Its Infliction should be rare and should

occur only when conditions warrant; and when conditions do
warrant, It should be inflicted.

In our schools it can be

inflicted only in extreme oases, such as cases of persistent
disobedience, or opposition to authority, or language habits, or conduct injurious to the school*.

15

Cost of School Operation:—Table V shows that the cost
per pupil of the schools in Palmer relative to the number
in attendance was below the average of the state during the
early years of the century.

*

TABLE V
\

Comparison of Cost Per Pupil in Palmer and the State
(1899 - 1903)
Cost in Palmer

Year

Cost in State

1899

$25.22

$21.20

1900

25.64

20.06

1901

26.06

23.18

1902

26.49

25.09

1903

27.03

24.35

Financial reports of the period (1900-1925 indicate
that the Palmer Schools were economically administered.
The committees and superintendent endeavored to make every

(15) School Committee Report of Palmer, Massachusetts
1912. pp. 40-41.

- 69 dollar count in providing the best available housing, equip¬
ment, and teachers that the appropriations would allow.
Transportation of pupils to and from the four villages
cost the town a large sum of money every year.

In 1918, the

reports say, the total amount necessary for transportation
was nearly $5,000 or about 7% of the total appropriation for
1A

school expenses.*1,0

Contributions to the War Efforts—High school students
made a generous, patriotic response to the various drives
for War Savings Bonds and Red Cross funds conducted during
the trying years of World War I.
The students also presented a beautiful service flag
to the school in honor of the forty-four or more students
and alumni who represented the school in the armed forces.
The trend of action on the battle line and at home
appears to have been closely followed by the School Depart¬
ment.

Events and their significance were driven home "While

the iron was hot*1.

Incidents appealing to the spirit of

courage, sympathy, charity, gallantry, heroism, and patri¬
otism were effectively handled so that lasting impressions
might be made upon the future citizens of the town during
their formative years.

17
1

Reorganization of the Curriculum:—A major advance in
the curriculum of this day was a three-year commercial oourse

(16)

Town Report of Palmer, Massachusetts. 1918.

p. 18.

(17)

Town Report of Palmer, Massachusetts. 1918.

p. 23.

- 70 inaugurated in 1910, under the supervision of Mr. 9. C.
m

McConnell.
The aim of this course was to enable students to earn
a living by doing well and acceptably what the world wanted
done in this respect.

It was correlated, however, to a

considerable degree with the business of the town in order
that the graduates might be able to supply the local needs
of the community.

18

As the course increased in numbers and popularity, the
school took great pride in the creditable records of its
graduates in the business world.
The complete course of study offered in 1911-1912 is
given below:

THE PALMER HIGH SCHOOL
SUBJECTS OF STUDY
For the Year 1911-12
First Year
Heauired:

Elect two of the Following:

English I
Mathematics X
Algebra
(Mechanical
Drawing: (Freehand

1.

Science I

(Physiology
(Elementary
(Physics and
(Chemistry

2.

History I

(Greek
(Roman

3.
Latin I
Note:—Declamations will be required of those studying
English.

(18)

Town Report of Palmer, Massachusetts, 1911 p. 30.

71 Second Year
Elect two of the Followings
(Zoology
Science II Biology (Botany
2.
History II Mediaeval and
Modern
3. French I
or
German I
or
Latin II

UOU Uii CM •

English II
Mathematics II
Plane Geometry
1

’

•

v

■

;

•

1.

J

‘

\

*

i

•

:

|i

t

*

;

■

•.

•

<

•

}

•

!

*

»

-

• t

, ,

•
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:

!

Note: Declamations will be required of those studying
English.
—

4

Third Year

English III
History III
•

.

.

,

*

.

.

,,

t *

(

-

t

j

Elect two of the Following:

Reauired:

•

*

j

1.

English
»

i

.

*

'

1

2.
3.
4.
5.

Solenoe III Physios
French II
German II
Latin III
Mathematics III Review

Note: Declamations will be required of those studying
English.
—

fourth Xea**
Reauired

:

English IV

.

_’

Eleot three of the Following:
(Solid
Mathematics IV (Geometry
(Trigon¬
ometry
2. Science IV
(Chemistry
3. *History IV
4. French III
5. German III
6. Latin IV
1.

♦Intensive study of the History, Government and Economics
of the United States.
Note2—Declamations will be required of those studying
English.
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General Notea

Throughout the four years one lesson per week in Music
is required of all pupils
DrawlnSri=eo?^r.I?C+la^
thref
^rawing
is offered to those
who years
desireone
it.lesson ver week in
At least four courses are required each year unless by
request of parent, accompanied by a doctor*s certificate, a
pupil is excused.
A diploma is given at the completion of sixteen courses,
eleclL f cour9e of
Previous years if the
ion makes no conflict in the daily program.
.COMMERCIAL COTTRqiC

First Year
Required:
English I
Business I
Penmanship

(a)
(b)

Algebra 1
Commercial Arithmetic
Bookkeeping

3eoond Year
Required:
English II
Typewriting
Commercial Geography

Business II (a) Stenography
Business II (b) Bookkeeping
Penmanship

Third Year
Required:
English III
Typewriting

English History
Business III (a) Stenography
Business III (b) Commercial
i#aw and
Correspon¬
dence.

- 73 G-eneral Notes
Throughout the three years one lesson per week In
Muvlo Is required of all pupils.
Throughout the last two years one lesson per week in
Drawing is offered to those who desire it,
A certificate is given at the completion of the Com¬
mercial course.
Factorsm the Educational Housing Situation:—The
limitations and defects of the high school building became
more and more apparent as the years went by.

At the time

of construction it was believed that the new structure ,
would answer the required purposes for a number of years,
but instead the rapid growth of the school necessitated
enlargements and various makeshift arrangements.
The first provision made for the increasing student
body was the building, in 1912, of an addition of four
rooms to the high school building at a cost of about $17,000.
The crowded conditions, however, necessitated further
measures, and a portable building with two rooms was pur¬
chased by the town a few years later to relieve the un¬
healthy situation.
Finally, in 1921, it became obvious that the only
solution to the problem would be a new high school build¬
ing.

The old building had definitely outgrown its use¬

fulness from a standpoint of capacity and service as a
high school.
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The superintendent made It very clear In his report
of 1921 that the existing building prohibited an expansion
of the curriculum along sorely needed lines.

A new build¬

ing would provide for an up-to-date high school course, and
would serve as a much needed community center for the town.
The third and present home of the high school, con¬
structed in 1923 at a cost of $205,000, was planned to
accommodate 400 students.

This new home was a great ad¬

vance over the previous one both in general appearance and
in furnishings, and the citizens were sure that it would
meet the needs of the town for many years.
The Harchitectural gemH is a two-story structure con¬
taining an auditorium, gymnasium, and cafeteria besides
nine classrooms, one typing room, one bookkeeping room, one
household arts room, two laboratories, one shop and one
library.

It stands approximately one thousand feet away

from the first high school building.
With such modern equipment, more progressive methods
could be introduced, the staff increased, and the curricu¬
lum enriched.
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Figure 3,

The High School
1950

-

Palmer, Massachusetts

(Built 1923)

- 76 The inscription over the entrance dedicated by the
Town of Palmer to the Education of Its %Youth, the Hone
of Tomorrow11 typifies the sort of work vrhlch the school
was endeavoring to do—to educate its MHope of Tomorrow*1
so that ’’The Hope” would become in future time a real
eventuality.
A comparison of high school enrollments from 1910
to 1920 is given in the following table VI.

TABLE VI

Growth of Palmer High School Enrollment from 1910 to 1920

Year

Enrollment

Increase

1910-1911

132

0

1911-1912

152

30

1912-1913

157

3

1913-1914

168

11

1914-1915

175

7

1915-1916

180

5

1916-1917

174

6

1917-1918

191

17

1918-1919

188

-3

1919-1920

212

24

CHAPTER V
MEETING* NEW CHALLENGES

1925 - 1950

CHAPTER V
MEETING NEW CHALLENGES
New problems confronted the schools and new prepara¬
tions were demanded with the approach of the modern era.
The gasoline and electric motors by this time had
revolutionized everything—industry, transportation, com¬
munication.

Life in 1925 was not what it had been fifty,

forty, thirty, twenty or even ten years before.

Attempts,

tnerefore, had to be made to care for all types of pupils
so that they might live successfully in this world, ever
changing, and ever new.
The teaching problem In the high school changed con¬
siderably.
grades.

in the past, comparatively few went beyond the

Those who did were preparing in many cases for col¬

lege.

The traditional curriculum provided for such a select

group.

Now, in the twenties with a more cosmopolitan group

in attendance, the secondary school needed to broaden its
outlook and make proper provision for this wide diversity.
ttith the completion of a modern, well equipped high
school building, Palmer, in keeping with the times, adopted
a more extensive program, and vast changes began to take
place in the scope and organisation of school work.
Enrichment of the Curriculums—The conception of the
secondary school in this epoch was that "it must bring to
each puoil, whatever his social or economic or mental sta¬
tus, the opportunity to engage in those lines of study and
participate in those varieties of experience which will

~ 79 contribute to the fullest realisation of his capacities
for wholesome, happy and useful living.

The point of view

involved is that the high school is the highway along which
all the youth may travel, each at hie own gait, and each
going as far as hie own abilities and social situation may
determine.

Some, blessed with fine abilities, will travel

this highway on up and through college and university out
upon the higher and broader fields of activity.

Others,

less favored by nature, will leave at the end of the high¬
way for the middle ground, levels of life; while very many
others of limited ability will take to the side roads af¬
ter one, two, or three years.

It is the duty of the high

school to make provision for each of these types and such
provision that the individual shall find it easier to live
the life into which he settles, to be truly useful, and to
be a better man in and of himself for the time he spent in
school’1.1
Recognition of these objectives necessitated a re¬
vamping of the high school curriculum.

Palmer made two

important additions to the course of study during this era.

e.)

An improvement to the commercial course (Elective)

b)

A whole new course calculated to benefit the
intellectually less robust students.

(1) School Committee Report of 1925, Palmer, Mass¬
achusetts.
p. 31.
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The new course entitled "The English Course" was intro¬
duced for the first time in September, 1929.
the students enrolled in this curriculum.

About 40$ of

Many whose atten¬

dance was required by state laws relative to age and employ¬
ment were not fitted to study the foreign languages or more
technical courses in mathematics or science.

Neither would

they remain in school, long enough to get a complete commer¬
cial training.

These students, for the most part, chose the

English Curriculum and elected subjects of practical value
from their own standpoint.2
The full course■ of study offered in 1929 wasi as follows
PREPARATORY CURRICULUM
First Year
Reauired Units
English I
"Latin I
Algebra

Elective Units

1
1
1

History I
General Science & Civics
Practical Arts
Household arts

1
1
1

Second Year
Required Units
English II
♦Latin II
Geometry
French
I

1
1
1
1

Elective Units
Biology
History II
Practical Arts
Household Arts

1
1
1
1

(2) School Committee Report of Palmer, Massachusetts.
1929.
pp. 9-10.
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Third Year
Elective Units

Required Units
English III
♦Latin III
♦Review Hath
French II

1
1
1
1

Physics
German I
Mechanical Drawing

1
1
t

Fourth Year
Elective Units

Required
English I?
1
♦Latin IV
1
U. S. History &
Civics 1
♦French III or
German II
1

Chemistry
Solid Geometry
Trigonometry
German II or French III
Economics
Mechanical Drawing

1

i
4
1
f

t

♦Not required for entrance to some higher institutions.

ENGLISH CURRICULUM

First Year
Elective Units

Required Units
English I
1
Algebra or
Business Train¬
ing
I
General Science
& Civics
1

Algebra
Business Training
Practical Arts
Household Arts
History I
Latin I

1
i
1
1
1
1

Second Year
Required Units
English II

1

Elective Units
Geometry
History II
Biology
French I
Practical Arts
Household Arts
Latin II
Bookkeeping I

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

Third Year
Required Units
English III

Elective Units

1

Physics
French
German I
Latin
Review Mathematics
Bookkeeping II
Stenography I
Commercial Geography
, Mechanical Drawing■
Typewriting I
Fourth Year

Required Units
English IV
U. S* History
& Civics

Elective Units

1

Chemistry
French
German II
Latin
Solid Geometry
Trigonometry
Stenograohy II
Typewriting II
Accounting
Law
Economics
Office Training
Mechanical Drawing

1

THREE YEAR COMMERCIAL CURRICULUM
First Year
English
1
Business Training
American History & Civics
Penmanship & Spelling
Bookkeeping I
Second Year
English II
Stenography I
Typewriting I
Bookkeeping II
Penmanship 3c Spelling
Commercial Geography

Third Year
English III
Stenography II
Typewriting II
Accounting
Law
Offioe Training

-
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Since 1929 a new course has been formulated with many
new eubjecUB udd.ed to the old curricula.

Figure 4 on Page 84

shows the contemporary program of studies.
Addenda to the Course of Study,: —
1.

A practical course in Driver Education is now
offered to seniors.
The driving instructor
uses a car with dual controls for instructing
student drivers taking this course.

Less than 15 per cent of all high schools offer oractical courses with cars on the road. ^

Ps.lmer is one of the

schools following the modern tr*nd in this direction.
Visual aids are available for use in the Driver Edu¬
cation class and also for use in other classes.
Record of High School graduates;— The graduates of
Palmer High School, with rare exceptions, have always done
well in higher institutions of learning.
The work done in the college Preparatory Course of
the school can best be Judged by the work of tne graduates
in college.

The school receives reports from the differ¬

ent institutions uoon the work of the graduates at the end
of the first semester, or first half of their freshman year.
There are many students and different institutions
represented in these reports—colleges, teachers colleges,
junior colleges, and other higher institutions.

The col¬

leges nave various methods of marking, but 3n a general way.

(3) Senior Scholastic LV MPros and Cons of TeenAge Driving*. (January 1®, 1950) P. 8.
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Palmer High School
Program of Studies
1947

Figure 4

Showing the Contemporary Program of Studies

of Palmer High School.

19^7.

PREPARATORY CURRICULUM
English I
* Latin I
Algebra

English II
* Latin II
Geometry
*French I

Elective Units
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

Required Units

History I
1
General Science or Civics 1
Practical Arts
1
Household Arts
1
Art
_
y2
Mechanical Drawing IB
^4
Biology
History II
Practical Arts
Household Arts
Art
_
Mechanical Drawing IIB
Polish

1
1
1
1
y2
%
1

Physics
Polish
Spanish I
Mechanical Drawing III
U. S. History & Civics
Typewriting
Art
Blue Print Reading

1
1
1
1
1

Senior

Junior

I

Sophomore

Freshman

Required Units

English III
*Latin III
*Mathematics III
> * French II

English IV
fU. S. History & Civics
^French III or }
Spanish II
j

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

Chemistry
Solid Geometry
Trigonometry
Polish
Spanish II
French III
Social Problems
Mechanical Drawing IV
Art
Blue Print Reading

c$

B

X
HI
0)
u
fa

English II
*Biology

B

x

o*
o
m

English III
U. S. History & Civics

y2
1

1
1

u

©
p
p

.

At least two years of a language are required for a Prepara¬
tory Diploma.

1
1

0)
o

y2

1
y2
y2
1
1
1
1
1
y2
1

Elective Units

English I
1
Algebra or Gen. Math. or
Jr. Bus. Training
1
General Science or Civics 1

p

*Not required for entrance to all higher institutions.
u
©
•FH

flf not elected in Junior Year.

COMMERCIAL CURRICULUM

ENGLISH CURRICULUM

a
©

W

English IV
Social Problems
'
1
4 i i

if'

. .

1
1

History I
Latin I
Practical Arts
Household Arts
Science or Civics
Art
Mechanical Drawing IB
French Civilization
Economic Geography
Geometry
History II
French I
Latin II
Polish
General Bookkeeping
Practical Arts
Household Arts
Art
Mechanical Drawing IIB
General Physics
French
Spanish I
Latin III
Polish
Mathematics III
Bookkeeping II
Stenography I
Typewriting I
Mechanical Drawing III
Art
Blue Print Reading
General Chemistry
French
Spanish II
Polish
Solid Geometry
Trigonometry
Stenography II
•{•Typewriting II
Accounting
Business Law
Clerical Practice
Consumer Service
Mechanical Drawing IV
Art
Blue Print Reading

*Not required if Science is taken Freshman year.
schools of Nursing.
•{•Required if Stenography II is elected.

Required Units
1
1
1
1
1

«

a
E
A
HI
01
u

English I
Jr. Bus. Training
Science

1
1
1

Civics
Household Arts
History I
Practical Arts

1
1
1
1

English II
Bookkeeping I

1
1

Economic Geography
Biology
Household Arts
History II
French I
Spanish I
Polish
Practical Arts

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

English III
U. S. History
Typewriting
Stenography I or}
Bookkeeping II
j

1
1

Stenography I
Bookkeeping II
French II
Spanish II
Polish
Commercial Art
Blue Print Reading

1
1
1
1
1

fa

y2
y2
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i

Elective Units

V
M
O
B
0

x
m

y2

0

V2

c
P

y2
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Commercial English
Clerical Practice
O Stenography II or
)
•fH
P
Accounting and Law {
CO ^Typewriting II

1
1
1

y2

y2
1

y2
1
1
1
1
1

y2
y2
1

y2
y2
y2
1
1
1

y2
1

Advised by

Social Problems
Business Law
Stenography II
Consumer Service
Accounting
Polish
Blue Print Reading

y2
1
1

y2
1
1

y2
1
1

^Required if Stenography II is elected.

VOCATIONAL HOUSEHOLD ARTS
CURRICULUM
1st Year
English I
Household Arts I
General Science
Choice of Math.

2nd Year
1
1
1
1

English II
Household Arts II
Biology
Choice of any elective

1
1
1
1

Third and Fourth years may be taken under English Cur¬
riculum.

NOTES
The Preparatory Curriculum is designed to meet the needs of all
pupils who intend to continue their education after graduation from
high school in college, scientific, technical or normal school.
Since the colleges do not have uniform entrance requirements, it
will be necessary for pupils who wish to prepare for college to decide
early in their school career what particular college they wish to attend
and choose their electives to satisfy the requirements.
Certificates of admission to a college or technical school will not
be granted *n any subject where the average is below B. Moreover,
the school will not accept responsibility for the success of pupils in their
college work in any subject in which their high school rating is below B.
The English Curriculum is designed for students who probably will
not continue their education beyond the high school.
It allows a
student to take work in which he is particularly interested and may pre¬
pare him for various lines of work. In addition to the required subjects
in this curriculum, a student should pursue some one elective course for
three years or two courses for two years each. Courses may be classi¬
fied as, Mathematics, Science, Language, History, and Commercial.
The Commercial Curriculum gives a technical course in commercial
subjects and trains specifically for office work. Beginning with Junior
year a pupil may pursue either the stenographic branch or accounting.
The Vocational Household Arts Curriculum is designed for girls
14 years of age or over who desire a course in home-making covering
two years only. Provision is made for transfer to the English curriculum
at the end of the course if a student wishes to complete four years
for a High School 'diploma.
At least four units must be carried per year by every student.
Sixteen units are required for a diploma. A student must complete
four units per year for promotion.
Conditional promotion to the
Sophomore Class requires three units; conditional promotion to the
Junior Class, seven units; conditional promotion to the Senior Class,
eleven units.
A rank of "C" must be obtained for credit in any subject.
Physical education is required of all students unless excused by
the school physician.
Glee club and orchestra are elective with credit in proportion to
the amount of time involved.
No class will be formed in an elective subject unless a sufficient
number of pupils choose the subject.
Parents and students should consult with proper school authorities
if there is any doubt about the correct curriculum or subject to be
elected.
Changes in curriculum or subject may be made only after confer¬
ence with the subject teacher, written request of the parent, and the
approval of the principal.

- 85 the marks may be summarized somewhat as follows:
«A", which ordinarily means 90 or better
M
M
H
80 or better
M

70 or better
H
rt
N
60 or better (Passing)
HDH
H
H
H
below 60 (Passing but not
«E«,
satisfactory)
mfh which ordinarily means considerably below 60 and
failing.
H

M

mqh

A study of these marks over a 15-yea-r period 1930-1945
shows that l,6ll pupil-subject marks have been given during
these 15 years by the various Institutions:
There were

24?
566
513
209
43
30

A#s
B*s
C*s
D*s
E1 s
F»s

or
or
or
or
or
or

15*3$
35*1$
31.8#
13 %
2.7$
• 2%

In brief, 1,535 are passing marks with satisfaction,
or 96.19$; 43 are passing, but unsatisfactory; 3 conditions;
and only 30 are not passing.
These pupils secured entrance to college by three
methods:

certification by the school; certification and

examination (pupil taking examinations in subjects where
the school would not certify); and transcripts (simply
sending school record.)
a Certification11 means that the school stands back of
its pupils.

They must secure an average of 85 in each

subject throughout

their high school course.

(Palmer has

had the certificate privilege for some fifty years.)
Teaching Personnel:—A century ago, in 1851, the town
voted to employ one teacher to teach all classes in the

-

high school.
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The institution has had a long line of able

teachers since that date.
In the early days, Palmer was a training ground for
teachers.

Many remained in the system Just long enough to

acquire a few years1 experience and then left for cities,
attracted by salaries higher than a small town could pay.
Comparatively few changes, however, have occurred in
the high school teaching staff during the last twenty-five
years, making for stability and steady advance in standards
of instruction.
Today, in 1950, the following twenty-three are members
of the Palmer High School faculty:
Patrick Payton, Principal
Lucy Austin
Helena Callahan
Margaret Donovan
John Fitzgerald
Louis Fontaine
Madeleine Kelleher
Adelaide McDonald
John Moore
Gertrude Murphy
Mary Splaine
Mary 3ullivan

Dorothy Burns
Doris Coolbroth
William Dunn
Mary Fogarty
Teresa Frydryk, R. N
Stanley Kolbusz
Pauline Monahan
Annie Murphy
Leo Santucci
Eleanor Sinervo
Clarence Turner

Health Work:—In commenting upon the splendid results
accomplished in the Palmer Schools during the last quarter
of a century, some allusion must be made to the widespread
and effective health program that has been carried out.
The active health work began in 1921 with the advent
of a school nurse.

(School physicians had been employed

since about 1900).

For many years the work was mainly con¬

cerned with prevention and spread of contagious diseases.

-
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The employment of a nurse made it possible to branch out
upon a much larger program.^
Palmer schools were pioneers In T. B. prevention work
in the country.

Through wide use of Von Pirquet test and

X-ray, through summer camp and hospitalization, tuberculosis
has been greatly lessened among the school population of the
town.
The Palmer school system was also a pioneer in this
section of the state in diphtheria-prevention work.

Through

use of Toxin-Anti-Toxin and Toxoid as immunizing agents,
diphtheria has been completely eradicated.^
Each fall, all pupils are given a careful physical
examination by the school physicians and the nurse.

The

results are kept on a continuous physical record card pro¬
vided and required by the state.

Eyes and ears are tested.

Notification of defects are sent home and follow-up work is
done by the school nurse.

In many cases, where parental

financial conditions will not allow, corrections are made
and financed through the generosity of the Palmer Teachers
Association and the Palmer Hotary Club.
The operation of lunchrooms and the sale of pasteurized
'i

milk are also an important part of health work*
Such functions were unknown to schools twenty years
ago.

Schools of today have become social as well as educa¬

tional agencies.

(4)

Town Report of Palmer, Massachusetts. 1938

p. 131.

(5)

Town Report of Palmer, Massachusetts. 1941

p. 147.
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Graduation Trends;—The form of graduation has under¬
gone many changes.

In recent years, simpler graduations

resembling the English classroom assembly type have been
in vogue.
Exercises have been held out of doors on the beautiful
$70,000 Athletic Field adjoining the high school every year
since the date of its construction in 1936.
The order of exercises in June, 1943, followed this
i

pattern:
GRADUATION - PALMER HIGH SCHOOL
Class of 1943
Palmer. Massachusetts
6:30 P. M.

Legion Field
Sunday, June 27, 1943
Program

Processionall
March from Aida
Chimes
Salute to the Flag of the United States of America
Welcome

J. William Dennis, Jr.
College Preparatory Curriculum

Remarks

Catherine Pauline Wllga
Commercial Curriculum

Address

MMaking Life A Masterpiece11
Rev. John Nicol Mark
Minister of First Parish
Arlington, Massachusetts

Announcement of Awards

Mr. E. J. Lawton, Principal

Announcement of Legion Awards
Mr. Ralph E. Canning
Post County Commander
American Region
Presentation of Diplomas

Judge Joseph A. Furey
Chairman of the School Committee

- 89 Farewell

Emily Teresa Ogozalek
English Curriculum

Class Song

Words, Constance Cahill, Phyllis Hall
Class of 1943

3ohool Song

Words, Catherine Dunn,
Music, Jeanne Laramee,
Alumni

Recessional

Pomp and Circumstance

*28
*28
Chimes

Participation in World War II;—The high school was
active in its war participation.
The teachers willingly made many excellent contribu¬
tions.

They handled all the registration for the local

Selective Service Board.

And, in addition, they took

charge of registration for sugar, gas, and oil.
The pupils, too, made a very creditable showing in
the drive for War Stamps and Bonds.

From the date of the

fix*st sale March 20, 1942-up to December 21, 1945, the
statistics on the amount purchased by the high school are:
Number of Collections—123
Average Membership—-—446
Average Collections-$172.20
Total Amount Collected-$21,180.40
The students also did well in collecting several tons
of waste paper and tin cans.
Every effort was made by the School Department to keep
students informed on the world situation.

No opportunity

was lost to indoctrinate them with the real American spirit.

-
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Course? in aeronautics, mathematics, science, and mechani¬
cal drawing were all aimed at fitting for war, either in
service or production.
The physical education program was toughened in accord¬
ance with the request of the government both for boys and
girls, and especially for juniors and seniors.

Strength

and endurance far in excess of anything needed in the
average daily life were the objectives.
Dedicatory services of a high quality were conducted
upon presentation of a service flag to the school by mem¬
bers of the student body.

The flag bears the numerals 534,

each number representing a graduate of the school.
As of graduation time in 1946, roughly speaking, 15&3
*

*

\

men and women from Palmer were, or had been, in the Armed
Forces.

Of this number, 6l 2/3% were former members of

Palmer High School.
The Gold Star Honor Roll for Palmer High School con¬
tains 25 names — 16 graduates and 9 members.
Extra-Curricular Activity:—The school publication
ttThe Palmer11 said in March, 1914, * there is no organized
fun in our school.

Why not organize a dramatics club?

There are no socials, no parties."^
In direct contrast is the trend of today.

The extra¬

curricular life of the school is rich and diversified.

It

includes athletics, many clubs with various interests and

(6)

*Fhe Palmer".

Maroh, 1914.

p. 8.

- 91 aims, besides numerous class activities.

Approximately

60$ of the student body participates in the activities

under the supervision of faculty advisers.
One organization in which the school takes great pride
is the band.

The composition of the band is as follows:
1
1
2
5
5
42

Leader
Leading Majorette
Assistant Majorettes
Pony Majorettes
Pennant Twirlers
Uniformed players

This organization has done an excellent Job of finan¬
cing Itself.

It owns 56 complete uniforms all paid for

without any expense to the School Department.

The cost of

the uniforms was $2,213.37.
Another active organization is the Student Council.
The Council takes charge of all school elections.

It sets

up voting booths in the high school auditorium, and student
elections follow exactly the same procedure as town elec¬
tions.
Each year Council members study school problems that
arise.

They offer valuable suggestions for improvement in

many phases of school life.
All organizations are financed through a Central
Treasury.

The principal source of funds is the Student

Activity ticket, which costs $3 a year.

Usually a large

percentage of the student body supports this olan.
Palmer is a member of the Valley Wheel School Alliance
made up of Agawam,- Enfield, Ludlow, and Palmer, all of the
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old Twin State Conference, E&sthampton, South Hadley and
West Springfield.
The title of the league suggests facts:

first, that

friendliness shall rotate between the schools;

second, the

geographical position of the schools—Ludlow, West Springfield and Agawam make up the hub—and the other schools
are the spokes in the wheel.?
The Valley Wheel is a cooperative movement for the
exchange of ideas.

It provides contacts not only in
i

athletics but also in many other groups—dramatics, stu¬
dent councils, school papers. Pro Merlto, oratoricals and
assemblies.
In competition with the Valley Wheel schools, Palmer
has set enviable records in many activities.

In athletics

especially, it has continued to maintain the traditional
reputation of its t#ams.
Economy of School Operation:—Economy with as little
impairment of efficiency as possible continued to be the
policy of the School Department in this last epoch of the
school^ history.
It is possible to show the economy practised over a
ten-year period.

(7)

i

"The Palmer11

(November, 1933)

p. 1.

-9 4 Data supplied by the office of the superintendent
appear in Table VII

TABLE VII
Comparison of Expenditures and Cost Per Pupil in Palmer
1926-1936

Xear

Cost per Pupil

Total Expenditure

1926

$75.60

1176,284.15

1927

76.66

177,326.62

1928

82.03

173,715.30

1929

82.76

170,998.41

1930

84.95

176,080.86

1931

79.07

174,228.45

1932

69.48

157,331.31

1933

68.09

151,378.18

1934

72.22

151,159.00

1935

76.33

155,975.98

1936

80.27

155,995.48

Enrolment Changes in the 3chool?—There have been un¬
usual fluctuations in school enrolments during the last
quarter of a century.

A change of major importance in the

organization of the school system of Palmer was responsible
for some of the abnormality.

- 95 The establishment in 1933 of the 8-4 plan involved
a change in the number of grades in the Elementary Schools
from 9 to 8.
t

In 1937 the high school hid an enrolment peak of 731.
It became necessary to use four rooms in the old high school
building about one thousand feet away to accommodate the
increased population.
The present enrolment is 347,

Three classes are still

being conducted in the old building.

One is a classroom and

the other two are especially equipped for instruction In Art,
Mechanical Drawing, and Blue Print Reading.

Other rooms in

the building are being used for various community projects.
The superintendent has purposely retained this building
realising that he would eventually need space for the
Palmer Grammar School population.
New School Policiesi—High School sessions begin at
9:00 A. M. and close at 2:30 P. M.
minutes in length.

Recitations are 40

Three afternoons a week pupil-teacher

conferences are held for the benefit of pupils who are
below average In their studies.
t

A report of pupils1 progress Is sent to the parents
every five weeks.

They are requested to sign and return

it as evidence that they have examined the marks.
Explanation of Marking System:
Scholarship
A—-Superior Work
B-Good Work

Attitude
Based on Initiative
Dependability,
Industry

- 96 q-Credit for Graduation
but not warranting
certification
D-Failure
£-Very Poor Work

Cooperation and
Disposition
1.
Excellent
2.
Good
3.
Poor

All marks in the column designated by Quarters on the
report card are cumulative and represent the average for
ten weeks.

Other marks are merely preliminary and repre¬

sent progress made during the first five weeks of each
quarter.
An Honor Roll is issued every Quarter containing the
names of students who reoeive at least B and Attitude I in
all subjects.

The Honor List is published in the school

paper and also in the columns of the local newspaper.
Preparations for the FutureEnrolments in the nation's
secondary schools will begin to grow about two years hence
in 1952 and may be expected to continue to increase at least
until i960.

Ten years from now, the total enrolment of

elementary and secondary schools in the United States will
be 25 to 30# larger than it is at present.8
The educational needs arising from the increased birth¬
rate call for botxi immediate public action and long-range
planning*^

,

In the light of the probable increase in enrolments.
Palmer has made a careful survey of its present school

(3) jj. LL Journal XXXVIII ‘’News and Trends”
(December, 19^9) p. 643.
(9)

IMS- P. 643.

- 97 ouildings and personnel with a view to forecastiiig future
need3.
Plans for an addition to the high school under Federal
subsidy for Consolidated Schools, are nearing completion.
They have been studied by all interested people—school
committee, superintendent, principal, physical education
directors and coach, music supervisor and others.
To retain competent teachers and to attract competent
teachers to serve in the Palmer Schools, the School Com¬
mittee has adopted a new single salary schedule.
of this schedule is reproduced on page 99.

A copy
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PALMER SCHOOL DEPART?-?ENT

Single Salary Schedule
Adopted. December 27. 1946
Effective. January 1. 1949
,3ervice-Yer-rs_

Ror»h^1 Air* • a Degree
*>cty*&c>
Bachelor's
or Equivalent

No Degree
First
Second
Third
Fourth

Fifth
Sixth
Seventh
Eighth

Ninth
Tenth
Eleventh

Preparation

$2,000
2,100
2,200
2,300
2,400
2,500
2, oOO.
2,700
2,800
2,900 .

$2,200
2,300
2,400
2,500
2,600
2,700
2,800
2,900
3,000
3,100
3,200

3#ooo

Master*
Decree

$2,400
2,500
2,600
2,700
2,800
2,900
3,000
3,100
3,200
3,300
3,400

Note:—Twenty years of service will be considered equivalent
to a Bachelor's Degree.

Objectives
1#

To attract competent teachers to serve in the Palmer
Schools.
/

2.

To retain competent teachers in the Palmer Schools.

%

To promote continued professional growth of teachers
in the Palmer Schools.

4.

To enable teachers in the Palmer Schools to maintain
adequate living and cultural standards, and to accum¬
ulate reasonable savings.
4

Principles
1.

The basic salary classification of teachers is determined
by professional and academic qualifications. Irrespective
of grade level of pupils taught—single salary schedule.

2.

Teachers of equivalent preparation, experience, and
teaching load revelve equal pay irrespective of sex—
equal pay schedule.
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3.

The formulation of teachere1 salary schedules and
salary policies is the function of the school com¬
mittee which is always receptive to suggestions,
advice, and requests by school administrators and
teachers.

4.

The relationship of professional and academic qual¬
ifications to the location of teachers on the salary
schedule is clearly stated in the rules and regula¬
tions governing the operation of this schedule.
Rules and Regulations

1.

This salary schedule shall become effective January 1.
1949.

2.

No teacher serving in the Palmer Schools at the time
that this salary schedule becomes operative shall
receive a reduction in salary to fit the new salary
schedule.
/

3.

Step-rate increases shall become effective January
first of each year.

4.

Annual step-rate increases are not automatic unless
continued service is satisfactory.
Teachers are
expected to maintain an average of 2.0, or better,
on the scale:—(1) excellent; (2) good; (3) fair;
(4) unsatisfactory, in ratings by superintendent and
principals, using the following 1C points:
1.
Personality (making for good classroom spirit. )
2.
Pupil control and classroom management.
3.
Satisfactory results with teaching.
4.
Teaching techniques.
5.
Preparation of lessons and plan books.
6.
Proper care of classroom and equipment.
7.
Punctuality.
8.
Professional improvement.
9.
Accuracy and promptness in completing reports.
10. Co-operation with principal, parents, and pupils.

5.

No teacher shall receive more than five annual incre¬
ments in salary unless he presents evidence of com¬
pletion of professional study equal to six college
credits during each five-year period, all courses
being approved in advance by the superintendent.

6.

New teachers shall have a Bachelor^ Degree and shall
have substantial preparation in the field in which they
are to teach and in the professional study of education.

100
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7.

Experienced teacher* entering the Paltrier School Sys¬
tem will be allowed full credit for previous teaching
experience up to five years.
Beyond that point, for
the following ten years, one year's credit will be
allowed for every two years taught, thus allowing an
aggregate of ten years* credit before a teacher of
fifteen, or more, years of teaching experience begins
service in the Palmer Schools.

8.

Teachers in service when this salary schedule becomes
operative shall advance at the rate of §100 per year
from their present salary to the new maxlmums in their
individual cases.

9.

Every teacher Is expected to do a reasonable amount
of extra-curricular work and to perform other duties
which call for time outside of school hours, without
extra compensation.
Certain duties involving much
more than the extra time expected of all teachers will
be paid additional compensation as determined by the
school committee.

10.

Each teacher Is entitled to ten days of sick leave
each school year with full pay.
Unused sick leave
1s cumulative to a total of thirty days with full
pay.
When this schedule becomes operative, each
teacher on tenure will be credited with ten days of
accumulative unused sick leave.
A doctor*s certif¬
icate is required for all absences covering a period
of more than three days.
Three days absence, to be
charged against sick leave, for illness or death of
grandparents, parents, husband, wife, child, brother,
sister, or "in-laws* shall be allowed with full pay.
I*.-

.

V

11.

The salaries of principals, supervisors, and special
teachers shall be determined by the school committee.

12.

Subject to all provisions of the law, this salary
schedule may be repealed or may be amended by vote
of the school committee provided that notice of any
proposed reoeal or amendment has been given in
writing thirty days prior to the vote of each mem¬
ber of the committee.

Kjmber of Pauli a
Figure 5*

Growth of Palmer High School Population 1851-1950.

Humber of 'Townspeople

1.02

Figure 6.

Growth of Town of Palmer Population 1851-1950.

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
In 1951# Palmer High School will celebrate the one
hundredth anniversary of the establishment of secondary
education in Palmer.

In the course of a hundred years,

the historian has noted a development of several trends.
The attitude of the townspeople toward public education,
through at times hostile, when expenditure of money was
involved, has on the whole been favorable.

The school

committee has increased from three to five members.
These school committee members are no longer clergymen
but laymen, interested in the welfare of the public
schools.
The first facilities for high school instruction con¬
sisted of one room in a grammar school building which cost
$4,600 to construct.

From this*modest beginning, secondary

education grew to such an extent that in 1888, the town
found it advisable to build a brick building for high
school purposes only at a cost of $20,000.

80 rapidly did

the demand for high school education grow, that it was nec¬
essary in 1923 to construct a beautiful modern building for
the accommodation of four hundred students at a cost of
$205,000.
Parallel with the growth of secondary education has
been a rise in cost*

Fortunately a more sympathetic under¬

standing of the function of the modern high school has made
the taxpayer willing to furnish textbooks and transportation
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as well as dealring to aee that the teacher has compensa¬
tion ao that he may enjoy a decent living.
Standards for admission to high school may seem somewhat relaxed from the rigid standard in force at the turn
of the 20th century.

But the purpose of the modern high

school in Palmer is not to prepare only those who plan to
attend college, but also those whose terminal education is
the high school.

The present policy, then, is a three
\

curricula high school program:

the college preparatory,

the general, and the commercial in contrast to the single
curriculum of the classics when the high school first
opened in 1851.
No longer is the high school a place for academic
learning only.

In the early part of the 20th century,

extra-curricular activities began to be a part of high
school life.

At first, these consisted of debating and

publications written by the students.* About the same time,
interest in the development of baseball and football teams
was manifested.

Besides this type of physical activity,

little attention was paid to health education.

Today the

high school has a rich and varied extra-curricular program.
Its activities, in the main, are self-supporting.

Student

participation in the administrative policies of the school
is encouraged.

Sharing with the student the responsibilities

for the smooth government of his school has helped maintain
a high degree of social control and minimized discipline
problems.

- 106 Over the years the important trends seem to indicate
improvement in the areas of school facilities, instruction,
curriculum, and administration.

It would appear from a

study of these trends that secondary education in Palmer
has not lagged during the period (1851-1950).

At the

present date (May, 1950) Palmer High School is rated a
Class A school by the Massachusetts State Department of
Education.
Like many other school systems. Palmer is already
planning to take care of future needs for the expected
increase in school enrollment through its building pro¬
gram.

The High School looks forward to the future with

hope and confidence.1
j
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